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7,..ÿ*2ÿ*+,ÿ9133ÿ2/ÿD2704,..ÿC-*ÿ*+,7ÿ4,>,;*170ÿ233ÿ17<1;12ÿ2/ÿ;2704,..12723ÿ17@
*,7*ÿ8-482.,ÿ24ÿ9133ÿ2/ÿ275ÿE17<4ÿ
B+,ÿ=217.*4,2=ÿ2/ÿ%,9ÿB,:*-231.*.ÿ27.9,4,<ÿ*+2*ÿ;41*1;1.=ÿ91*+ÿ,:832@
72*127.ÿ2/ÿ+29ÿ4,>,;*170ÿ17*,7*ÿF27<ÿ3,01.32*13,ÿ+1.*245Gÿ92.ÿ=24,ÿ/21*+/-3ÿ*2ÿ
D2704,..ÿ2/*,4ÿ2334ÿÿ'7<ÿ*+,4,ÿ*+,ÿ<,C2*,ÿ.1==,4,<ÿ/24ÿ.2=,ÿ*1=,4ÿÿH-*ÿ4,@
;,7*35ÿ27ÿ-7<,4;-44,7*ÿ17ÿ*,:*-231.=ÿ+2.ÿ*2E,7ÿ2ÿ<1//,4,7*ÿ*2;Eÿ4,;2071I170ÿ
*+,ÿ*,7.127ÿ84,..,<ÿC5ÿ727*,:*-231.*.ÿ2;;,8*170ÿ*+,ÿ17;2=82*1C131*5ÿ2/ÿ/21*+/-3ÿ
20,7;5ÿ27<ÿ8-C31;ÿ=,27170ÿ27<ÿ8-.+170ÿ/24ÿ2ÿ4,>,;*127ÿ2/ÿ/21*+/-3ÿ20,7;54ÿÿ$*ÿ
1.ÿ2*ÿ*+1.ÿ/24Eÿ2/ÿ*,:*-231.=ÿ*+2*ÿ*+,ÿJKÿLMÿ<-,3ÿ/17<.ÿ1*.,3/4ÿ
NÿOPÿÿ
H,/24,ÿQ-.R*1;,ÿ?;2312ÿ*22Eÿ*+,ÿC,7;+ÿ17*,7*127231.=ÿ<2=172*,<ÿ.*2*-*245ÿ
<,4ÿ*+1.ÿ31,9ÿ/21*+/-3@20,7*ÿ>-<0,.ÿ.2-0+*ÿ*2ÿ,//,;*ÿ*+,ÿ
17*,484,*2*1274ÿÿS7
17*,7*ÿ2/ÿD2704,..4RÿÿB+,5ÿ*+,4,/24,ÿ841241*1I,<ÿ*+2*ÿ17*,7*ÿ23,4ÿ*,:*ÿ8-482.,ÿ
ÿ
ÿ 64ÿÿTNÿ
ÿ 4ÿÿUÿ?,;*127ÿ$$4DVÿÿPÿ"1;+24<ÿW4ÿX23327ÿQ44ÿYPUPUMÿZP[TTUÿ\K]ÿ
^UUÿRÿW'"14ÿ&4ÿ"!14ÿ9Rÿ9R6ÿ96)ÿF 7GÿF-.170ÿ_;2.+170ÿ2-*`ÿ17ÿ;27*,:*ÿ2/ÿ3,01.32*13,ÿ17*,7*G4ÿÿ
ÿR4ÿÿ!.E41<0,ÿaÿ72*,ÿ ÿ2*ÿ77)ÿF72*170ÿ*+2*ÿ17*,7*127231.=ÿ;23328.,<ÿ17ÿ*+,ÿ6.G4ÿÿD27@
/32*170ÿ17*,7*127231.=ÿ27<ÿ8-482.131.=ÿ1.ÿ72*ÿ-7;2==27ÿ,3,7ÿ2=270ÿ.;+2324.4ÿÿb277170ÿ\K]ÿ
^UUÿaÿ72*,ÿRÿ2*ÿ64ÿÿB+1.ÿ=25ÿC,ÿC,;2-.,ÿ*+,ÿ*92ÿ24,ÿ72*ÿ233ÿ*+2*ÿ<1.*17;*ÿ17ÿ*2<25c.ÿ842;*1;,ÿ
24ÿC,;2-.,ÿ842;*1*127,4.ÿ*2<25ÿ42-*17,35ÿ;27/32*,ÿ*+,ÿ*924ÿÿdÿNKNÿe'Bfb'%%ÿaÿ72*,ÿRÿ2*ÿR4ÿÿ
H-*ÿ/24ÿ8-482.,.ÿ2/ÿ;27;,8*-23ÿ;3241*5ÿ17ÿ*+1.ÿ17*,33,;*-23ÿ+1.*245ÿ1*ÿ1.ÿ924*+ÿ72*170ÿ*+,ÿ<1.*17;*127ÿ27<ÿ
*+,ÿ*427.1*127ÿ/42=ÿ17*,7*127231.=ÿ2.ÿ*+,ÿ<2=1727*ÿ=2<,ÿ2/ÿ727*,:*-231.=ÿ*2ÿ8-482.131.=g.8,;1/1@
;2335ÿ3,023ÿ842;,..ÿ8-482.131.=g2.ÿ*+,ÿ<2=1727*ÿ=2<,ÿ2/ÿ727*,:*-231.=4ÿÿ^TNÿÿ'.ÿ9133ÿC,;2=,ÿ28824@
,7*ÿC,329ÿ*+,ÿ.2=,ÿ240-=,7*.ÿ82.,<ÿ+,4,ÿC5ÿ%,9ÿ%,9ÿB,:*-231.*.ÿ84,.,7*ÿ*+,ÿ.2=,ÿ;+233,70,.ÿ*2ÿ233ÿ
/24=.ÿ2/ÿ727*,:*-231.*.4ÿÿÿ<1.;-..127ÿUÿ?,;*127ÿ$$4'4ÿÿ
ÿR4ÿÿb277170ÿ\K]ÿ^UUÿaÿ72*,ÿ ÿ2*ÿ6ÿF.*2*170ÿ*+2*ÿ_0/24ÿ=-;+ÿ2/ÿ2-4ÿ+1.*245ÿ
*+,ÿ?-84,=,ÿD2-4*ÿ+2.ÿ-7/317;+17035ÿ842;321=,<ÿ*+2*ÿ3,01.32*13,ÿh17*,7*cÿ1.ÿ*+,ÿ*2-;+.*27,ÿ2/ÿ/,<,423ÿ
.*2*-*245ÿ17*,484,*2*1274ÿÿB+,ÿ42*12723,ÿ1.ÿ/2=131248ÿ$7ÿ2ÿ;27.*1*-*12723ÿ.5.*,=ÿ84,<1;2*,<ÿ-827ÿ3,01.32@
*13,ÿ.-84,=2;5ÿF91*+17ÿ;27.*1*-*12723ÿC2-7<241,.Gÿ>-<0,.g2.ÿD2704,..c.ÿ/21*+/-3ÿ20,7*.g=-.*ÿ*45ÿ*2ÿ
2.;,4*217ÿ2.ÿ2;;-42*,35ÿ2.ÿ82..1C3,ÿ9+2*ÿD2704,..ÿ=,27*ÿC5ÿ*+,ÿ924<.ÿ1*ÿ-.,<4ÿÿi7ÿ*+1.ÿ84,=1.,ÿ/,<,423ÿ
>-<0,.ÿ3270ÿ2..-=,<ÿ*+2*ÿ9+,7ÿ2ÿ.*2*-*,ÿ92.ÿ320-,ÿ24ÿ2=C10-2-.ÿ17*,484,*,4.ÿ.+2-3<ÿ.,,Eÿ;3241/1;2@
*127ÿ1/ÿ82..1C3,ÿ17ÿ*+,ÿC133c.ÿ17*,4723ÿK]ÿjPM4̀ÿF,=8+2.1.ÿ2<<,<GG4ÿ
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*23+,-ÿ./0ÿ21234ÿ035+034.1.ÿ12.1ÿ+/134*431.1+2/ÿ,2630ÿ5337ÿ12ÿ3883,14999ÿÿ&3:+5;
3.1+<3ÿ2+5124-ÿ+/ÿ164/ÿ*3.-30ÿ.ÿ51.44+/:ÿ4233ÿ+/ÿ0+5,34/+/:ÿ12.1ÿ+/13/14ÿ
=2ÿ1.73ÿ123ÿ,3.55+,ÿ3>.?*33ÿ+/ÿ@ABÿCÿDEÿFECBÿDGÿEHÿ
ICJ96ÿ123ÿK2641ÿ3>.?+/30ÿ33:+53.1+<3ÿ2+5124-ÿ8+451ÿ./0ÿ2/3-ÿ9493524130ÿ12ÿ3>;
.?+/+/:ÿ13>1ÿ.8134ÿ8+/0+/:ÿ123ÿ33:+53.1+<3ÿ2+5124-ÿL.?M+:62654N ÿÿO42?ÿ./ÿ+/;
13/1+2/.3+51ÿ<+3Pÿ12.1ÿ?.03ÿ53/538ÿ$/13/1+2/.3+515ÿ51.4130ÿP+12ÿ8.+12863ÿ.:3/,-ÿ
./0ÿ:.<3ÿ+1ÿ83352ÿM-ÿ.02*1+/:ÿ.ÿ?31220232:-ÿ12.1ÿ526:21ÿK2/:4355Q5ÿ+/13/14ÿÿ
R2ÿ333<.1+/:ÿ33:+53.1+<3ÿ2+591724-ÿS.ÿ1223ÿ12ÿ0+5,2<34ÿ+/13/1Tÿ2<34ÿ13>1ÿS.ÿ3355ÿ
233*863ÿ+/0+,.124ÿ28ÿ+/13/1T ÿ82332P30ÿP+12ÿ32:+,.3ÿ824,34ÿ
UHÿVÿWÿCÿÿ
(23/ÿX651+,3ÿR,.3+.ÿ.5,3/030ÿ12ÿ123ÿK2641ÿ23ÿ122ÿ52.430ÿ8.+12863ÿ.:3/,-ÿ
.5ÿ2+5ÿ:426/0+/:ÿ*4+/,+*3349Yÿÿ$/ÿ2+5ÿ9<)+3Pÿ1226:2ÿ8.+12863ÿ.:3/,-ÿ03?./030ÿ.ÿ
ÿÿ'/0ÿP+12+/ÿ2+5ÿ13>16.3+5?ÿ33:+53.1+<3ÿ
0+88343/1ÿ?31220232:-8ÿ13>16.3+5?4
9

2+5124-ÿP.5ÿ/21ÿ./ÿ.,,3*1.M33ÿ12234ÿÿZ3ÿ1265ÿ*.4130ÿP.-5ÿP+
12ÿ+/13/1+2/.3+515ÿ
M212ÿ2/ÿ?31220232:-ÿ./0ÿ2/ÿ123ÿ653ÿ28ÿ33:+563.1+<3ÿ2+5124-46ÿ
=2.1ÿ03*.41643ÿ0+0ÿ/21ÿ,2?3ÿ.33ÿ.1ÿ2/,34ÿÿX651+,3ÿR,.3+.Q5ÿ13>16.3+5?ÿM3;
:./ÿ.5ÿ.ÿ5142/:ÿ<345+2/ÿ28ÿ123ÿ*3.+/ÿ?3./6+/:ÿ4633ÿ123ÿ+03.ÿ12.1ÿ+8ÿ123ÿ13>1ÿ+5ÿ
,33.4ÿ123/ÿ[60:35ÿ522630ÿ3227ÿ/2ÿ86412344ÿÿ\<34ÿ1+?3ÿ1226:2ÿ2+5ÿ13>16.3+5?ÿ
03<332*30ÿ+/12ÿ123ÿ8633-ÿ8330:30ÿL%3Pÿ=3>16.3+5?Nÿ+/ÿP2+,2ÿ2/3-ÿ123ÿ13>1ÿ
0+5,6392530ÿ,2/:4355+2/.3ÿP+33ÿ./0ÿ2/3-ÿ123ÿ13>1ÿ?.113430]/2ÿ?.1134ÿ123ÿ?60;
0334ÿÿ=2.1ÿ%3Pÿ=3>16.3+5?ÿ+5ÿ123ÿ?.+/5143.?ÿ28ÿ120.-Q5ÿ13>16.3+5?ÿ7/2P/ÿ
ÿ
ÿ94ÿÿ^Hÿ
ÿ994ÿÿ^Hÿ
ÿ964ÿK+1+_3/5ÿ12ÿ43534<3ÿ\<3412/ÿ.47ÿ<4ÿ123*3ÿ6 ÿ`4R4ÿ6 ÿSYTÿaCW^ÿabÿK.3+8./2ÿ<4ÿ
R./0345ÿ69ÿ̀4R4ÿÿSYYT4ÿ
ÿ994ÿc^Hÿ.1ÿ6 ÿ/44ÿ
ÿ974ÿÿBÿ/213ÿ 64ÿ
ÿ9Y4ÿÿ!574+0:3ÿJÿ/213ÿ ÿ.1ÿ764ÿ
ÿ9)4ÿÿX2/.12./ÿ"4ÿR+3:33ÿVÿdWbÿCÿeÿÿB^ÿfÿÿc^ÿ)9ÿg!\4ÿ('RZ4ÿ
&4ÿ"!14ÿ)9Yÿ)9)ÿS YTÿSLX651+,3ÿ0ÿR,.3+.ÿ4352.*30ÿ51.16124-ÿ+/134*431.1+2/4ÿ4ÿ4ÿ4ÿÿZ3ÿ?.03ÿ13>16.3+5?ÿ
2/3ÿ28ÿ2+5ÿ5+:/.1643ÿ+55635ÿ./0ÿP.:30ÿ.ÿ5651.+/30ÿ03,.035;32/:ÿ,.?*.+:/ÿ12ÿ*42?213ÿ+14NT4ÿ
ÿ94ÿÿ^Hÿ
ÿ64ÿÿ^HÿÿSL%21P+1251./0+/:ÿ.33ÿ123ÿ1+?3ÿ./0ÿ3/34:-ÿ0X651+,3ÿR,.3+.ÿ03<2130ÿ12ÿ*42?21+/:ÿ13>;
16.3+5?ÿ023ÿ/3<34ÿ*3456.030ÿ123ÿR6*43?3ÿK2641ÿ12ÿ.M./02/ÿ433+./,3ÿ2/ÿ33:+53.1+<3ÿ2+5124-4ÿ4ÿ4ÿ4ÿÿh251ÿ
28ÿ.33ÿ123ÿK2641ÿ/3<34ÿ.02*130ÿX651+,3ÿR,.3+.Q5ÿ86/0.?3/1.3ÿ13>16.3+51ÿ.>+2?8ÿi=23ÿ13>1ÿ+5ÿ123ÿ3.P4QNT4ÿ
ÿ64ÿÿ^Hÿ
ÿ64ÿÿ!574+0:3ÿJÿ/213ÿ ÿ.1ÿ7)9j)74ÿ
ÿ694ÿÿ^Hÿ.1ÿ79ÿSL=23ÿ0%3Pÿ0=3>16.3+5?ÿ*25+15ÿ12.1ÿ2/,3ÿ123ÿK2641ÿ2.5ÿ.5,341.+/30ÿ.ÿ51.1613Q5ÿ
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)2*ÿ+,-ÿ+.-+-,/.0/ÿ2.ÿ,1/ÿ2*+340665ÿ2)ÿ,/6,7ÿ8-/ÿ2)ÿ9+0,+2.4*+/-ÿ4.9ÿ04.2.-7ÿ4.9ÿ
*/:/0,+2.ÿ2)ÿ3/;+-34,+</ÿ1+-,2*54ÿ
=2ÿ>*+.;ÿ,1+-ÿ%/?ÿ=/6,843+-,ÿ,128;1,ÿ,2ÿ>/4*ÿ@8-,+0/ÿA043+4ÿ,22Bÿ,2ÿ,1/ÿ
C28*,ÿ4.ÿ4*-/.43ÿ2)ÿ.2?D)43+3+4*ÿ4*;83/.,-ÿ469;4+.-,ÿ+.,/.,+2.43+-34ÿÿE4D
328-35ÿ1/ÿ4*;8/9ÿ,14,ÿ+.,/.,ÿ-+3235ÿ+-ÿ.2,ÿ34?4ÿÿF2*/ÿ+.)38/.,+43ÿ5/,ÿ?/*/ÿ
1+-ÿ4*;83/.,-ÿ4;4+.-,ÿ3/;+-34,+</ÿ1+-,2*5ÿ?1+01ÿ928>3/9ÿ4-ÿ4*;83/.,-ÿ4;4+.-,ÿ
+.,/.,+2.43+-3ÿ>5ÿ0*+,+G8+.;ÿ+,-ÿ)2*/32-,ÿ,223ÿ2)ÿ+.,/*2*/,4,+2.4ÿÿH+-ÿ433+/-ÿ2.ÿ
,1/ÿ>/.01ÿ4.9ÿ+.ÿ,1/ÿ4049/35I3+B/ÿ@89;/ÿE*4.Bÿ!4-,/*>*22Bÿ4.9ÿ#/647.ÿ@21.ÿ
F4..+.;I,1/.ÿ48;3/.,/9ÿ,12-/ÿ4*;83/.,-ÿ?+,1ÿ34.5ÿ2)ÿ,1/+*ÿ2?.4ÿ
C2.-+9/*ÿ4ÿ-4323+.6;Kÿ2)ÿ@8-,+0/ÿA043+4J-ÿ4*;83/.,-4ÿÿE+*-,ÿ,14,ÿ3/;+-34,+</ÿ
1+-,2*5ÿ+-ÿ.2,ÿ<2,/9ÿ2.4ÿÿA/02.9ÿ,14,ÿ3/;+-34,+</ÿ+.,/.,ÿ+-ÿ4.ÿ26532*2.ÿ>/D
048-/ÿ0233/0,+</ÿ+.,/.,ÿ92/-ÿ.2,ÿ/6+-,46Lÿÿ=1+*9ÿ,14,ÿ3/;+-34,+</ÿ1+-,2*56ÿ92/-ÿ.2,ÿ
2*2<+9/ÿ.2,+0/ÿ4-ÿ0+,+M/.-ÿ04..2,ÿ;8/--ÿ,1/ÿ+.,/.,ÿ2)ÿ,1/ÿ3/;+-34,2*4ÿÿ=1/-/ÿ
4*;83/.,-ÿ*/:/0,ÿ3/;+-34,+</ÿ1+-,2*5ÿ4-ÿ+33/;+,+34,/ÿ+.ÿ2*+.0+23/ÿ028.-/3+.;ÿ
4;4+.-,ÿ/</*ÿ8-+.;ÿ+,I.2ÿ34,,/*ÿ,1/ÿ<438/ÿ+,ÿ3+;1,ÿ49949ÿ
'.2,1/*ÿ-/,ÿ2)ÿ,/6,843+-,ÿ4*;83/.,-ÿ*/:/0,-ÿ3/;+-34,+</ÿ1+-,2*5ÿ>4-/9ÿ2.ÿ
ÿ
234+.ÿ3/4.+.;ÿ02.-+9/*4,+2.ÿ2)ÿ3/;+-34,+</ÿ1+-,2*5ÿ>/023/-ÿ+**/3/<4.,4NO4ÿ
ÿ664ÿPQRÿ4,ÿ7 ÿ7ST6ÿ.4 7ÿÿ'%=U%$%ÿAC'&$'ÿ'ÿF'==!"ÿUEÿ$%=!" "!='=$U%8ÿE!#!"'&ÿ
CUV"=Aÿ'%#ÿ=H!ÿ&'(ÿSÿWKOÿWX$ÿ2>:/0,ÿ,2ÿ,1/ÿ8-/ÿ2)ÿ3/;+-34,+</ÿ1+-,2*5ÿ2.ÿ2*+.0+23/ÿ-+.0/ÿ$ÿ*/:/0,ÿ
,1/ÿ+.,/.,ÿ2)ÿ,1/ÿ3/;+-34,8*/ÿ4-ÿ,1/ÿ2*22/*ÿ0*+,/*+2.ÿ2)ÿ,1/ÿ34?4NO4ÿ
ÿ694ÿ=1+-ÿ92</,4+3-ÿ?+,1ÿ@8-,+0/ÿA043+4J-ÿ)2*343+-,ÿ2/*-84-+2.ÿ?1+01ÿ1433/*/9ÿ2.ÿ,1/ÿ22+.,ÿ,14,ÿ
>+043/*43+-3ÿ4.9ÿ2*/-/.,3/.,ÿ34B/ÿ34?ÿ4.9ÿ,1/ÿ34?ÿ,14,ÿ,1/5ÿ34B/ÿ+-ÿ,1/ÿ,1+.;ÿ,14,ÿ+-ÿ<2,/9ÿ2.ÿ4.9ÿ
-+;./98ÿ,1/ÿ,/6,4ÿÿÿAC'&$'ÿYÿ.2,/ÿ66ÿ4,ÿS4ÿ
ÿ674ÿZÿR[Rÿ!-B*+9;/ÿYÿ.2,/ÿ ÿ4,ÿ76SÿW/6234+.+.;ÿ,14,ÿXE*4.Bÿ!4-,/*>*22Bÿ14-ÿ4ÿ4ÿ4ÿ4--/*,0/9ÿ
,14,ÿ:89;/-Jÿ*/3+4.0/ÿ2.ÿ3/;+-34,+</ÿ1+-,2*5ÿ,2ÿ9+-0/*.ÿ3/;+-34,+</ÿ+.,/.,ÿ4328.,-ÿ,2ÿ.2,1+.;ÿ32*/ÿ,14.ÿ
\?+39ÿ;8/--/-JNO7ÿF4..+.;ÿYÿ.2,/ÿ64ÿ
ÿ6K4ÿÿC4**ÿ<4ÿV.+,/9ÿA,4,/-ÿ97ÿV4A4ÿ6SLÿ69LÿW OÿWA043+4ÿ@4ÿ02.08**+.;ÿ+.ÿ24*,OÿWX0U.35ÿ
,1/ÿ,/6,ÿC2.;*/--ÿ<2,/9ÿ2.ÿ4ÿ4ÿ4ÿ+-ÿ4.ÿ48,12*+,4,+</ÿ+.9+04,2*ÿ2)ÿ,1/ÿ34?4NO7ÿC2.*25ÿ<4ÿ'.+-B2))ÿ9KÿV4A4ÿ
9 ÿ9ÿWSOÿWA043+4ÿ@4ÿ02.08**+.;OÿWX(/ÿ4*/ÿ;2</*./9ÿ>5ÿ34?-ÿ.2,ÿ>5ÿ,1/ÿ+.,/.,+2.-ÿ2)ÿ3/;+-34D
,2*-4NO7ÿ]/;+/*ÿ<4ÿ$"Aÿ67ÿV4A4ÿ9Sÿ7LÿWOÿWA043+4ÿ@4ÿ02.08**+.;OÿWXC2.;*/--ÿ02.</5-ÿ9+*/0,+2.-ÿ
+.ÿ,1/ÿA,4,8,/-ÿ4,ÿ&4*;/ÿ.2,ÿ,1/ÿC2.;*/--+2.43ÿ*/02*9ÿ4ÿ4ÿ4ÿ4NO4ÿ
ÿ6L4ÿÿÿ]4.BÿU./ÿC1+4ÿ%4'4ÿ<4ÿF+9?/-,ÿ]4.Bÿ^ÿ=*4ÿC24ÿ97ÿV4A4ÿ76ÿLÿW7OÿWA043+4ÿ@4ÿ
02.08**+.;OÿWX0&/;+-34,+</ÿ1+-,2*5ÿ,14,ÿ92/-ÿ*/2*/-/.,ÿ,1/ÿ+.,/.,ÿ2)ÿ,1/ÿ?123/ÿC2.;*/--ÿ+-ÿ)4.0+)834NO7ÿ
E*4.Bÿ!4-,/*>*22Bÿ_ÿ̀abÿ9ÿV4ÿCH$4ÿ&4ÿ"!14ÿ9SSÿ96KÿWLSO4ÿÿ=1+-ÿ4*;83/.,ÿ?4-ÿ349/ÿ
>5ÿF46ÿ"49+.ÿ?/33ÿ>/)2*/ÿ,1/ÿ%/?ÿ=/6,843+-,-ÿ4**+</9ÿ2.ÿ,1/ÿ-0/./ÿ>8,ÿ,1/5ÿ4922,/9ÿ+,ÿ4-ÿ?/334ÿÿÿ
F46ÿ"49+.ÿacÿPbYabÿ6SÿH'"14ÿ&4ÿ"!14ÿL7SÿL7TK ÿLK9TKKÿWSO4ÿ
ÿ64ÿÿd8.+ÿ8>4ÿA014ÿ#+-,4ÿ%24ÿLÿ<4ÿ#/2J,ÿ2)ÿ!9804ÿ99ÿV4A4ÿL ÿ ÿW KOÿWA043+4ÿ@4ÿ9+--/.,D
+.;OÿWXC+,+M/.-ÿ4**4.;/ÿ,1/+*ÿ4))4+*-ÿ.2,ÿ2.ÿ,1/ÿ>4-+-ÿ2)ÿ,1/+*ÿ3/;+-34,2*-Jÿ8./62*/--/9ÿ+.,/.,ÿ>8,ÿ2.ÿ,1/ÿ
>4-+-ÿ2)ÿ,1/ÿ34?ÿ4-ÿ+,ÿ+-ÿ?*+,,/.ÿ4.9ÿ2*2383;4,/94NO7ÿ%/3-2.ÿYÿ.2,/ÿSÿ4,ÿS77T7K4ÿ
ÿ94ÿÿC2.*25ÿ<4ÿ'.+-B2))ÿ9KÿV4A4ÿ9 ÿ9ÿWSOÿWA043+4ÿ@4ÿ02.08**+.;OÿWX=1/ÿ;*/4,/-,ÿ9/)/0,ÿ
2)ÿ3/;+-34,+</ÿ1+-,2*5ÿ+-ÿ+,-ÿ+33/;+,+34054NO7ÿÿaÿA+/;/3ÿPbaeÿfQgabÿYÿ.2,/ÿ ÿ
4,ÿ ÿWX=/6,843+-3J-ÿ)8.943/.,43ÿ21+32-2215I+,-ÿ2*+3/ÿ9+*/0,+</I+-ÿ,14,ÿ\0,1/ÿ,/6,ÿÿ,1/ÿ34?ÿ4.9ÿ
+,ÿ+-ÿ,1/ÿ,/6,ÿ,14,ÿ38-,ÿ>/ÿ2>-/*</94NO4ÿ
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)*+,-.,+3ÿ,2/,0*/149ÿÿ22*ÿ./1-+/,0ÿ+ÿ324*-5ÿ+*6470/-ÿ592381ÿ-5+-ÿ306.13+-.90ÿ
5.1-2*:ÿ80,*0+101ÿ./ÿ;4+3.-:ÿ-50ÿ72*0ÿ,24*-1ÿ*03:ÿ2/ÿ.-4ÿÿ'ÿ3.3-5ÿ+*6470/-ÿ
,2/-0/81ÿ-5+-ÿ<48601ÿ=52ÿ)003ÿ>+,?ÿ-50ÿ,4*-+./ÿ23ÿ306.13+-.90ÿ5.1-2*:ÿ3./8ÿ2/3:ÿ
-507103901ÿ+/8ÿ-50.*ÿ2=/ÿ9.0=1ÿ/2-ÿ1270-5./6ÿ./-0/808ÿ>:ÿ-50ÿ306.13+-4*049@ÿÿ
'ÿ1.A-5ÿ+*6470/-ÿ,2/-0/81ÿ-5+-ÿ30=ÿ306.13+-2*1ÿ*0+8ÿ30-ÿ+32/0ÿ4/80*1-+/89ÿ6-50ÿ
,277.--00ÿ*0)2*-1ÿ+/8ÿ2-50*ÿ82,470/-1ÿ-5+-ÿ,2/1-.-4-0ÿ306.13+-.90ÿ5.1-2*:4ÿÿ'ÿ
1090/-5ÿ+110*-1ÿ-5+-ÿ306.13+-.90ÿ5.1-2*:ÿ.1ÿ4/*03.+>30499ÿÿ'/8ÿ+/ÿ0.65-5ÿ+33060917ÿ
<48601ÿ+*0ÿ/2-ÿ+80)-ÿ+-ÿ*22-./6ÿ-5*2465ÿ306.13+-.90ÿ5.1-2*:ÿ+/8ÿ3./8./6ÿ./-0/-49Cÿ
B2ÿ-5.1ÿ52860)2860ÿ-0A-4+3.1-ÿ+33.01ÿ+8808ÿ+ÿ521-ÿ23ÿ)23.,:ÿ+*6470/-14ÿÿ
22*ÿ./1-+/,0ÿD4860ÿ!+1-0*>*22?ÿ+*6408ÿ-5+-ÿ0A,.1./6ÿ3069.E13+-.90ÿ5.1-2*:ÿ2330*1ÿ
+ÿ1.7)30ÿ72*0ÿ033.,.0/-ÿ=+:ÿ23ÿ+8<48.,+-./6ÿ8.1)4-014ÿÿ$/ÿ-50ÿ1+70ÿ90./ÿ
D4860ÿ9!+
1-0*>*22?ÿ+*6408ÿ-5+-ÿ*0<0,-./6ÿ306.13+-.90ÿ5.1-2*:ÿ./,*0+101ÿ)*08.,-+F
>.3.-:4ÿÿG3ÿ+ÿ).0,0ÿ=.-5ÿ-5010ÿH+//./6ÿ07)5+1.I08ÿ-5+-ÿ-0A-4+3.1-1ÿ>03.090ÿ
306.13+-.2/ÿ.1ÿ23-0/ÿ+ÿ,27)*27.10ÿ+/8ÿ-541ÿ-50ÿ>+*6+./08F32*ÿ-0A-ÿ741-ÿ,2/F
-*23ÿ.3ÿ<48601ÿ+*0ÿ/2-ÿ-2ÿ4)10-ÿ-50ÿ>+3+/,0ÿ1-*4,?ÿ>:ÿJ2/6*01147ÿ
B5010ÿ+*6470/-1ÿ*0330,-ÿ8.1-+1-0ÿ32*ÿ306.13+-.90ÿ5.1-2*:ÿ72*0ÿ-5+/ÿ-50:ÿ*0F
330,-ÿ+ÿ,250*0/-ÿ-502*:ÿ23ÿ1-+-4-2*:ÿ./-0*)*0-+-.2/ÿ2*ÿ+ÿ-502*:ÿ23ÿ52=ÿ3+.-5343ÿ
+60/,:ÿ)*25.>.-1K2*ÿ*0;4.*701ÿ2*ÿ0/,24*+601K+ÿ1)0,.3.,ÿ70-5282326:ÿ2*ÿ1)0F
,.3.,ÿ-2231ÿ23ÿ./-0*)*0-+-.2/4ÿL270ÿ23ÿ-5010ÿ+*6470/-1ÿ+*0ÿ*22-08ÿ./ÿ)*./,.)30ÿ
ÿ
ÿ94ÿÿH+//./6ÿMÿ/2-0ÿ6ÿ+-ÿ4ÿ
ÿ94ÿÿLJ'&$'ÿMÿ/2-0ÿ66ÿ+-ÿ E4ÿ
ÿ9@4ÿÿN22/1ÿO4.,?ÿ2/-.+,ÿPHJÿ$/,4ÿ94ÿ%.65ÿ96@ÿQ4L4ÿ9 ÿC@ÿR 6SÿRL,+3.+ÿD4ÿ8.110/-./6Sÿ
RT0&06.13+-.90ÿ5.1-2*:ÿ4ÿ4ÿ4ÿ30/81ÿ.-1033ÿ-2ÿ+ÿ?./8ÿ23ÿ90/-*.32;4.174USVÿLJ'&$'ÿMÿ/2-0ÿ66ÿ+-ÿ@Vÿ
!+1-0*>*22?ÿMÿ/2-0ÿ6Eÿ+-ÿ99ÿRT0!90/ÿ-50ÿ>01-ÿ./-0/-.2/08ÿ=.33ÿ3./8ÿ-5+-ÿ-50ÿ.7+6./08ÿ8.+326401ÿ
23ÿ80)+*-08ÿ306.13+-2*1ÿ5+90ÿ74,5ÿ./ÿ,2772/ÿ=.-5ÿ-50.*ÿ2=/ÿ,2/,0)-.2/1ÿ23ÿ-50ÿ62284US4ÿ
ÿ964ÿO+/?ÿG/0ÿJ5.4ÿ%4'4ÿ94ÿH.8=01-ÿO+/?ÿWÿB*4ÿJ24ÿ97ÿQ4L4ÿ76ÿCÿR7SÿRL,+3.+ÿD4ÿ,2/,4*F
*./6SÿRT0$-ÿ.1ÿ+ÿ3.,-.2/ÿ23ÿD+,?F+/8F-50FO0+/1-+3?ÿ)*2)2*-.2/1ÿ-2ÿ+11470ÿ-5+-ÿ72*0ÿ-5+/ÿ+ÿ5+/8343ÿ23ÿ
-5210ÿL0/+-2*1ÿ+/8ÿH07>0*1ÿ23ÿ-50ÿX2410ÿ=52ÿ92-08ÿ32*ÿ-50ÿ3./+3ÿ90*1.2/ÿ23ÿ-50ÿ4ÿ4ÿ4ÿÿ',-ÿ4ÿ4ÿ4ÿ=0*0ÿ
+=+*0ÿ23ÿ-50ÿ8*+3-./6ÿ09234-.2/ÿ4ÿ4ÿ4ÿ4USVÿLJ'&$'ÿMÿ/2-0ÿ66ÿ+-ÿ 74ÿ
ÿ994ÿO3+/,5+*8ÿ94ÿO0*60*2/ÿ6EÿQ4L4ÿECÿÿRESÿRL,+3.+ÿD4ÿ,2/,4**./6SÿR/2-./6ÿ-5+-ÿT,277.--00ÿ
*0)2*-1ÿ4ÿ4ÿ4ÿ+*0ÿ./,*0+1./63:ÿ4/*03.+>30ÿ09.80/,0Uÿ23ÿ=5+-ÿ707>0*1ÿ23ÿJ2/6*011ÿ-52465-S4ÿ
ÿ974ÿÿ%0312/ÿMÿ/2-0ÿ@ÿ+-ÿ@7@Y76Vÿ!+1-0*>*22?ÿMÿ/2-0ÿ6Eÿ+-ÿ99Y94ÿ
ÿ9C4ÿÿ%0312/ÿMÿ/2-0ÿ@ÿ+-ÿ@96ÿR8.1,411./6ÿ-0A-4+3.1-1ÿ2><0,-.2/ÿ-2ÿ41./6ÿ306.13+-.90ÿ5.1-2*:S4ÿ
ÿ9E4ÿÿ!+1-0*>*22?ÿMÿ/2-0ÿ6Eÿ+-ÿ99Vÿ2*+/?ÿ!+1-0*>*22?ÿZÿ[\ÿ\ÿ]^_ÿ`__ÿ_ÿ
\aÿb\_\_ÿ ÿX'"14ÿD4&4ÿWÿQO4ÿG&cdÿ9ÿ79ÿREESÿ050*0./+3-0*ÿ!+1-0*>*22?ÿ]^_ÿ
`__4ÿÿÿ\ÿJ2/*2:ÿ94ÿ'/.1?233ÿ9CÿQ4L4ÿ9 ÿ9ÿR@SÿRL,+3.+ÿD4ÿ,2/,4**./6SÿR/2-./6ÿ-5+-ÿ
306.13+-.90ÿ5.1-2*:ÿ.1ÿT72*0ÿ3.?03:ÿ-2ÿ,2/3410ÿ-5+/ÿ-2ÿ,3+*.3:US4ÿ
ÿ94ÿÿ!+1-0*>*22?ÿ]^_ÿ̀__ÿMÿ/2-0ÿ9Eÿ+-ÿ79Vÿÿ\ÿb\_\aÿ9CÿQ4L4ÿ+-ÿ9ÿRL,+3.+ÿ
D4ÿ,2/,4**./6SÿR+*64./6ÿ-5+-ÿ306.13+-.90ÿ5.1-2*:ÿT4/80*7./01ÿ-50ÿ,3+*.-:ÿ23ÿ3+=US4ÿ
ÿ74ÿH+//./6ÿMÿ/2-0ÿ6ÿ+-ÿC6Vÿÿ\ÿ!+1-0*>*22?ÿ]^_ÿ̀__ÿMÿ/2-0ÿ9Eÿ+-ÿ7@4ÿÿ
ÿ74ÿÿ%0312/ÿMÿ/2-0ÿ@ÿ+-ÿ@74ÿÿ'1ÿJ+30>ÿ%0312/ÿ/2-01ÿ-0A-4+3.1-ÿ5+90ÿ-+?0/ÿ-50ÿT?.-,50/ÿ
1./?Uÿ+))*2+,5ÿ=.-5ÿ1270ÿ+*6470/-1ÿ72*0ÿ124/8ÿ-5+/ÿ2-50*14ÿÿ̀efÿ
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)2*+,-3.+/ÿ021ÿ2ÿ1-3-)4.2+ÿ20ÿ3-/.,324.5-ÿ6.,4217ÿ2342/-46-147ÿÿ829-ÿ21-ÿ:12)4.;
)23ÿ,*//-,4.+/ÿ4624ÿ46-ÿ3*<.).23ÿ/29-ÿ.,ÿ+24ÿ=2146ÿ46-ÿ:125-1>.23ÿ)2+<3-4ÿ829-ÿ
21-ÿ:23.)7;<1.5-+ÿ21/*.+/ÿ4624ÿ>-44-1ÿ2*4)29-,ÿ1-,*34ÿ=6-+ÿ3*</-,ÿ1-3-)4ÿ3-/;
.,324.5-ÿ6.,4217ÿ-5-+ÿ.0ÿ3-/.,324.5-ÿ6.,4217ÿ.,ÿ3-/.4.924-ÿ2+<ÿ)2+ÿ252.<ÿ46-ÿ62,4ÿ
20ÿ:12)4.)23ÿ:.40233,47?ÿ
@6-,-ÿ21/*9-+4,ÿ0-33-<ÿ.+4-+4.2+23.,9476ÿÿ@6-7ÿ<-0-24-<ÿ46-ÿ9-462<232/7ÿ
4624ÿ5.-=-<ÿ.+4-+4ÿ2,ÿ32=ÿ2+<ÿ4624ÿ.+ÿ4*1+ÿ,2*/64ÿ4624ÿ.+4-+4ÿ.+ÿ3-/.,324.5-ÿ
6.,4217ÿ.+,4-2<ÿ20ÿ4-A4479ÿB*4ÿC*,4.)-ÿ8)23.2D,ÿ21/*9-+4,ÿ2/2.+,4ÿ.+4-+4.2+23.,9ÿ
2+<ÿ3-/.,324.5-ÿ6.,4217ÿ<.<ÿ+24ÿ-A:32.+ÿ=67ÿ3*1.,4,ÿ2*/64ÿ42ÿ>-ÿ4-A4*23.,4,ÿ1246-1ÿ
462+ÿ+24;.+4-+4.2+23.,4,4ÿÿE-ÿ<.<ÿ+24ÿ-3,-=6-1-ÿ-A:32.+ÿ62=ÿ02.460*3ÿ2/-+)7ÿ
<-92+<-<ÿ4-A4*23.,9ÿ21ÿ<-92+<-<ÿ2ÿ1-3-)4.2+ÿ20ÿ.+4-+4ÿ2+<ÿ3-/.,324.5-ÿ6.,;
4217477ÿ
$+<--<ÿ24ÿ4.9-,ÿC*,4.)-ÿ8)23.2ÿ,:2F-ÿ20ÿ322F.+/ÿ021ÿG2>3-)4.0.-<ÿ.+4-+4Hÿ
I2,ÿ<.,)-1+-<ÿ.+ÿ4-A4Jÿ>*4ÿ6-ÿ3-04ÿ*+)3-21ÿ62=ÿ4624ÿ4-A4ÿ21ÿ2>3-)4.0.-<ÿ.+4-+4ÿ
1-324-<ÿ42ÿ)2+/1-,,.2+23ÿ=.33ÿ2+<ÿ02.460*3ÿ2/-+)747Kÿÿ'4ÿ4.9-,ÿC*,4.)-ÿ8)23.2ÿ
3-04ÿ2:-+ÿ46-ÿL*-,4.2+ÿ20ÿ=62,-ÿ:-1,:-)4.5-ÿ6-ÿ.+4-1:1-4-<ÿ0129M3-/.,32421ÿ
-1ÿ21ÿ32792+M2+<ÿ6-+)-ÿ=62,-ÿ=.33ÿ2+<ÿ=624ÿF.+<ÿ20ÿ=.33ÿ6-ÿ322F-<ÿ
32=7
02147Nÿÿ'4ÿ4.9-,ÿ6-ÿ)1.4.L*-<ÿG:*1:2,-Hÿ>*4ÿ6-ÿ23,2ÿ+24-<ÿ4624ÿ3*</-,ÿ)2*37<ÿ
)2+,*34ÿG:*1:2,-Hÿ42ÿ6-3:ÿ<.,4.+/*.,6ÿ292+/ÿ:-19.,,.>3-ÿ1-2<.+/,ÿ20ÿ46-ÿ4-A44ÿÿ
'4ÿ4.9-,ÿ6-ÿ-5-+ÿ)2*+4-+2+)-<ÿ3-/.,324.5-ÿ6.,42174Kÿ
@2ÿ,*9ÿ*:ÿ46-+ÿC*,4.)-ÿ8)23.2ÿ<.<ÿ7-292+D,ÿ=21Fÿ42ÿ<-5-32:ÿ
ÿ
ÿ74ÿÿ8.-/-3ÿOPQRÿSTUQPÿVÿ+24-ÿ ÿ24ÿ WÿÿQÿXQPQYÿ9KÿZ484ÿ24ÿ9ÿ
IG(-ÿ21-ÿ/25-1+-<ÿ>7ÿ32=,ÿ+24ÿ>7ÿ46-ÿ.+4-+4.2+,ÿ20ÿ3-/.,32421,4HJ4ÿ
ÿ7?4ÿÿB32+)621<ÿ54ÿB-1/-12+ÿ6NÿZ484ÿNKÿÿINJÿI8)23.2ÿC4ÿ)2+)*11.+/JÿI*,.+/ÿ21/*9-+4,ÿ
0129ÿ.33-/.4.92)7ÿ*+1-3.2>.3.47ÿ2+<ÿ46-ÿ<.00.)*347ÿ20ÿ:21,.+/ÿ3-/.,324.5-ÿ6.,4217ÿ233ÿ46-ÿ=6.3-ÿ,*//-,4.+/ÿ
4624ÿ)2*14,ÿ,62*3<ÿ,--Fÿ42ÿG-00-)4*240-ÿ4ÿ4ÿ4ÿ)2+/1-,,.2+23ÿ.+4-+4HJ4ÿ
ÿ764ÿÿ!,F1.</-ÿVÿ+24-ÿ ÿ24ÿ7?[6ÿ77KÿI<.,)*,,.+/ÿ4624ÿ2+)-ÿ)2*14,ÿ,4214-<ÿ2<2:4.+/ÿG2ÿ
,424*4-D,ÿ:32.+ÿ9-2+.+/ÿ)2+,.<-124.2+,ÿ20ÿ3-/.,324.5-ÿ6.,4217ÿ>-)29-,ÿ.11-3-52+4HJ4ÿ
ÿ794ÿÿT4ÿ24ÿ7KK4ÿ
ÿ774ÿÿB1*<+-7ÿVÿ+24-ÿ ÿ24ÿK7ÿIG$+ÿ3*,4.07.+/ÿ46-.1ÿ123-ÿ2,ÿ02.460*3ÿ2/-+4,ÿ21<.+217ÿ9-2+;
.+/ÿ2<52)24-,ÿ47:.)2337ÿ<2ÿPQÿ.+52F-ÿ)2+/1-,,.2+23;)1-24-<ÿ.+4-1:1-4.5-ÿ2,,-4,ÿ<.,4.+)4ÿ0129ÿ46-ÿ)2+;
4-,4-<ÿ,424*4217ÿ4-A44ÿÿ$ÿ1-0-1ÿ92,4ÿ2>5.2*,37ÿ42ÿ46-.1ÿ<.,)2*+4.+/ÿ21ÿ1-3-)4.+/ÿ3-/.,324.5-ÿ6.,42174HJ4ÿ
ÿ7K4ÿ8\'&$'ÿVÿ+24-ÿ66ÿ24ÿ4ÿ
ÿ7N4ÿÿÿ'97ÿ\2+-7ÿB211-44ÿXQP]QPÿOPTÿPTÿ^TÿN6ÿZ4ÿ\E$4ÿ&4ÿ"!14ÿ ?ÿ
[ ÿI KJ4ÿ
ÿ74ÿÿB32+)621<ÿ54ÿB-1/-12+ÿ6NÿZ484ÿNKÿ ÿINJÿI8)23.2ÿC4ÿ)2+)*11.+/JÿI,*//-,4.+/ÿ4624ÿ
,424*4-,ÿ,62*3<ÿ>-ÿ.+4-1:1-4-<ÿ.+ÿ2ÿ=27ÿ4624ÿ.,ÿG1-2,2+2>3-ÿ)2+,.,4-+4ÿ2+<ÿ02.460*3ÿ42ÿ046-ÿ,424*4-D,ÿ
2::21-+4ÿ:*1:2,-HJWÿ_2++.+/ÿVÿ+24-ÿ6ÿ24ÿKNÿN6Wÿ%-3,2+ÿVÿ+24-ÿ?ÿ24ÿ?994ÿ
ÿK4ÿÿ̀1--+ÿ54ÿB2)Fÿ&2*+<17ÿ_2)6.+-ÿ\24ÿ6ÿZ484ÿ96ÿ9KÿINJÿI8)23.2ÿC4ÿ)2+)*11.+/JÿI1-2;
,2+.+/ÿ4624ÿ3-/.,324.5-ÿ6.,4217ÿ)2+ÿ:-19.,,.>37ÿ>-ÿ*,-<ÿ42ÿ1-,:2+<ÿ42ÿ21/*9-+4,ÿ>2,-<ÿ2+ÿ2>,*1<ÿ1-;
,*34,J4ÿ
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)*+),-3./041ÿÿ2*ÿ3*3*3*4ÿ5*6/,-/.3*ÿ-67,0*8)/ÿ-7-.8/)ÿ.8)*8).28-3./0ÿ
-/ÿ-ÿ
0*)9242327:ÿ-84ÿ-7-.8/)ÿ3*7./3-).3*ÿ9./)26:ÿ-/ÿ-ÿ)223ÿ2;ÿ.8)*656*)-).2841ÿÿ<*)ÿ
)92/*ÿ-67,0*8)/ÿ/,==*//;,3ÿ.8ÿ0->.87ÿ)9*ÿ=-/*ÿ-7-.8/)ÿ.8)*8).28-3./0ÿ4.4ÿ3.)?
)3*ÿ)2ÿ0->*ÿ)9*ÿ=-/*ÿ@ÿ)*+),1-C3./0ÿ-84ÿ*3*8ÿ3*//ÿ)2ÿ*+53-.8ÿ92Aÿ)*+),-3./0ÿ
/B,-6*4ÿA.)9ÿ;-.)9;,3ÿ-7*8=:4ÿÿD2ÿE,/).=*ÿD=-3.-F/ÿ=200.)0*8)ÿ)2ÿ;-.)9;,3ÿ
-7*8=:ÿ;.)/ÿ,8=20;26)-G3:ÿA.)9ÿ9./ÿ=200.)0*8)ÿ)2ÿ-ÿ)*+)?-328*ÿ)9*26:ÿA9.=9ÿ
.8ÿ),68ÿ;.)/ÿ,8=20;26)-G3:ÿA.)9ÿ9./ÿ6*H*=).28ÿ2;ÿ3*7./3-).3*ÿ9./)26:ÿ3*-3.87ÿ-ÿ
)*8/.28ÿ-)ÿ)9*ÿ9*-6)ÿ2;ÿ)9*ÿ%*AÿI*+),-3./04ÿ
JKÿLÿM@NÿOP@Nÿ
E,/).=*ÿD=-3.-F/ÿ-67,0*8)/ÿ-841ÿ)69*ÿ%*AÿI*+),-3./0ÿ026*ÿG62-43:ÿ/*)ÿ)9*ÿ
H,4.=.-6:ÿ-84ÿ)9*ÿ-=-4*0:ÿ-)A.))*64ÿÿ$8ÿ4,*ÿ=2,6/*ÿ)9*ÿ)A2ÿ4*3*325*4ÿ=2,8?
)*6-67,0*8)/ÿ)2ÿ)9*ÿ%*AÿI*+),-3./1)9/Fÿ=6.).B,*/ÿG2)9ÿ;26ÿ.8)*8).28-3./)ÿ0*)9?
242327:ÿ-84ÿ;26ÿ3*7./3-).3*ÿ9./)26:4ÿÿI9*8ÿ)9*ÿ828)*+),-3./)/ÿ=2,8)*6*4ÿA.)197ÿ
-ÿ=6.).B,*ÿ2;ÿ)9*.6ÿ2A8ÿ56*//.87ÿ28ÿ)9*ÿ=26*ÿ)*8/.28ÿ2;ÿ)9*ÿ%*AÿI*+),-3./04ÿ
I2ÿG*7.8ÿ)9*/*ÿ828)*+),-3./)/ÿ=2,8)*6*4ÿ)9-)ÿ)*+)Q82)ÿ.8)*8)ÿ26ÿ5,6?
52/*Q./ÿ3-AÿG,)ÿ)9-)ÿ;-.)9;,ÿ131ÿ-7*8)/ÿ2,79)ÿ)2ÿ*;;*=)ÿ=2876*//.28-3ÿ.8)*8)ÿ26ÿ
5,652/*ÿÿLRÿ@ÿNÿ4ÿD2ÿ3*71Y./3-).3*ÿ9./)26:ÿA9.3*ÿ82ÿ3287*6ÿ53-:.87ÿ
-ÿ/)-66.87ÿ623*ÿS-/ÿ.8ÿTU@NÿVWX ÿ1=2,34ÿ53-:ÿ-ÿG.)ÿ5-6)ÿ.8ÿ=3-6.;:.87ÿ)9*ÿ
.8)*8)ÿ2;ÿZ2876*//ÿ;26ÿ-ÿ5-6).=,3-6ÿ)*+)4ÿ
I9./ÿ6*26.*8)-).28ÿ4*;*-)*4ÿ)9*ÿ)*+),-3./)ÿ-67,0*8)/ÿ-7-.8/)ÿ.8)*8)?-/?3-Aÿ
G:ÿ53-=.87ÿ)*+)ÿ-G23*ÿ.8)*8)ÿ-84ÿ5,652/*4Yÿÿ[6ÿ-/ÿE,/).=*ÿ\-7-8ÿB,.55*4ÿ
ÿ
ÿ14ÿÿ]N^ÿ!/>6.47*ÿPÿ82)*ÿ ÿ-)ÿ7Y9_Y74ÿ
ÿ14ÿÿRKÿ
ÿ1C4ÿÿ̀6,48*:aÿPÿ82)*ÿ77ÿ-)ÿYÿSb"*H*=).87ÿ=2876*//.28-3ÿ4*;.8.).28/ÿ.8ÿ;-326ÿ2;ÿ4.=).28?
-6:?G-/*4ÿ264.8-6:ÿ0*-8.87ÿ*+)*84/ÿG*:284ÿ0.826.):ÿ3.*A/ÿ3.>*ÿD=-3.-F/4cX4ÿ
ÿ164ÿÿ!/>6.47*ÿPÿ82)*ÿ ÿ-)ÿ79C4ÿ!-63:ÿ28ÿE,/).=*ÿD=-3.-F/ÿ;2=,/ÿ)22>ÿ026*ÿ)2ÿ)9*ÿ56.8=.53*4ÿ
-67,0*8)/ÿ*3.=.).87ÿ6*/528/*/ÿ28ÿ)92/*ÿ762,84/ÿ;.6/)4ÿÿdRKÿ
ÿ194ÿdRKÿ-)ÿ7714ÿ
ÿ174ÿdRKÿ-)ÿ77Y_7ÿS.33,/)6-).87ÿ)A2ÿ828)*+),-3./)/Fÿ=6.).B,*/X4ÿ
ÿ114ÿÿPÿ82)*/ÿC_6ÿ;26ÿ-ÿ4./=,//.28ÿ2;ÿ)9*ÿ6*3-).28ÿG*)A**8ÿ.8)*8).28-3./0ÿ-84ÿ5,652/.3./0ÿ
-84ÿ-8ÿ*+53-8-).28ÿ2;ÿ92Aÿ;26ÿ)9./ÿ'6).=3*F/ÿ*+52/.).28ÿ-84ÿ=6.).B,*ÿ)92/*ÿ4.;;*6*8=*/ÿ42ÿ82)ÿ0-))*64ÿÿ
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eÿPQR^QÿPÿQÿPR^fdÿ6ÿB'%ÿ#$!ghÿ&4ÿ"!14ÿ7Aÿ7ÿS 6V4ÿ
ÿ 4ÿiÿXNXÿ:2322ÿRÿ+22.ÿ) ÿ12ÿj64ÿ
ÿF4ÿ:1++0+,ÿMNOÿPQQÿRÿ+22.ÿFÿ12ÿ6 j 4ÿÿÿ
ÿF4ÿÿ%.3/2+ÿRÿ+22.ÿFÿ12ÿF77ÿS+220+,ÿ2512ÿ2.823130/2/Lÿ;0330+,+.//ÿ22ÿ*2+/332ÿ3.,0/3120>.ÿ
50/22-7ÿ0+ÿ/2?.ÿ0+/21+*./ÿ=.2-17/ÿ1ÿ*2+*.-+ÿ;025ÿ-.301=03027ÿ1+4ÿ+22ÿK3/2ÿ*2+/2023202+13ÿ*2??1+4/Vkÿÿ
^ÿT25+ÿl4ÿ:1++0+,ÿm^Q^QÿÿQWÿ^dÿe^ÿ77ÿn4ÿop$4ÿ&4ÿ"!14ÿ7)9ÿ76ÿ
SV4ÿ
ÿF4ÿÿ:1++0+,ÿMNOÿPQQÿRÿ+22.ÿFÿ12ÿ6FjF64ÿ
ÿFF4ÿPWXÿ12ÿ6 j 4ÿ
ÿF64ÿPWXÿ
ÿF94ÿE1--.22ÿRÿ+22.ÿ7)ÿ12ÿ ÿS-.6-1?0+,ÿ61025633ÿ1,.+*7ÿ62-ÿ2.823130/2/ÿ1/ÿ142D20+,ÿ25.ÿ<D.-9
/D.*20>.ÿ26ÿ25.ÿD.2D3.@ÿ-125.-ÿ251+ÿ25.ÿ;033ÿ26ÿo2+,-.//ÿ1/ÿ25.ÿ,3040+,ÿ0+2.-D-.20>.ÿD-0+*0D3.V4ÿ
ÿF74ÿPWXÿ12ÿ Aj4ÿ
ÿFA4ÿPWXÿ
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)*+,-,.4/0ÿÿ',1ÿ-2ÿ3*42.,-5*6ÿ27*ÿ-,42)8+2-9-3-2:ÿ2;ÿ;+-27;<3ÿ+.*,4:ÿ+,1ÿ27*ÿ
22236ÿ2/;ÿ-,2*383*2+2-2,ÿ27+2ÿ27*ÿ%*=ÿ>*?2<+3-6)ÿ*)832:6@23ÿ3*;<6*6ÿ22ÿ*)A
832:4 ÿÿB+,:ÿ7+C*ÿ67-.73-.72*1ÿ2*,6-2,6ÿ-,6ÿ2*?2<+3-62ÿ<,1*362+,1-,.6ÿ62;ÿ27*ÿ
83+-,ÿ)*+,-,.ÿ3<3* ÿ+96<31-2:ÿ12423-,* ÿ4+,2,6ÿ2;ÿ42,623<42-2, ÿ+,1ÿ
;+-27;<3ÿ+.*,4:ÿ-26*3;46/ÿÿ$,43*+6-,.3:ÿ27*6*ÿ2*?2<+3-626ÿ68*+Dÿ,22ÿ2;ÿE;+-27;<3ÿ
+.*,4:Fÿ9<2ÿ2;ÿ-,2*383*2+2-2,ÿ;32)ÿ27*ÿ8*368*42-C*ÿ2;ÿE27*ÿ8*283*Fÿ23ÿE27*ÿ.2CA
*3,*1Fÿ23ÿ2*?2<+3-6)ÿ2;ÿ+ÿE1*)243+2-4Fÿ68-3-2466ÿ
G*4+<6*ÿ27*ÿ3+9*3ÿE;+-27;<3ÿ+.*,2Fÿ+,1ÿ27*ÿ+3.<)*,26ÿ2;ÿH4+3-+ÿ!+62*3A
9322Dÿ+,1ÿB+,,-,.ÿ3*)+-,ÿ12)-,+,2ÿ27-6ÿ1*C*328-,.ÿ2*?2<+3-6)ÿ7+6ÿ,22ÿ
43*+,3:ÿ932D*,ÿ;32)ÿ27*ÿ)+-,623*+)4ÿÿ$,ÿ27*ÿ+4+1*):ÿ-2ÿ62)*2-)*6ÿ3*2+-,6ÿ27*ÿ
3+9*3ÿE;+-27;<693ÿ+.*,4:Fÿ9<2ÿ27*,ÿ3*1*;-,*6ÿ27*ÿ2*3)ÿ62ÿ+6ÿ22ÿ*3-)-,+2*ÿ42,.3*6A
6-2,+3ÿ=-334 ÿÿ$,1**1ÿ27-6ÿ%*=ÿ%*=ÿ>*?2<+3-6)ÿ-6ÿ,22ÿ;<33:ÿ1*C*328*1ÿ9<2ÿ
ÿ

ÿ/04ÿIJKÿ
ÿ/4ÿIJKÿ+2ÿ 0LÿM27,ÿ#+C-1ÿN73*,123;ÿÿOJÿPÿQRSÿRÿTOUÿVRÿ76ÿB!4ÿ
&4ÿ"!14ÿ ÿ /W7ÿX YÿX1*643-9-,.ÿ27*ÿ1-C-1*ÿ9*2=**,ÿE-,2*,2ÿ6D*82-4+3Fÿ+,1ÿE,2,A-,2*,2ÿ6D*82-A
4+3Fÿ2*?2<+3-626YLÿÿ>72)+6ÿ"4ÿ&**ÿZÿH2*87*,ÿ[4ÿB2<3-26*,ÿ\J]O]ÿ^JO_ÿ̀OO]ÿ aÿb'&!ÿ
&4M4ÿa00ÿ0/WaÿX 0YÿX6*22-,.ÿ2<2ÿ+,ÿ+3.<)*,2ÿ;23ÿ4238<6ÿ3-,.<-62-46ÿ+6ÿ27*ÿ8328*3ÿ+8832+47ÿ22ÿ
2*?2<+3-6)ÿ+,1ÿ1*643-9-,.ÿ27*ÿD-,1ÿ2;ÿ)*+,-,.ÿ27+2ÿ2*?2<+3-626ÿ672<31ÿ322Dÿ;23YLÿ(-33-+)ÿG+<1*ÿZÿ":+,ÿ
#4ÿ#2*3;3*3ÿPÿcdRÿReÿQOÿ̀OO]ÿfÿ06ÿg4ÿ[h$4ÿ&4ÿ"!14ÿ9/ÿ96ÿX aYÿX,22-,.ÿ27*ÿ2*,6-2,ÿ
;23ÿ2*?2<+3-626ÿ-,ÿ+883:-,.ÿ27*ÿ83+-,ÿ)*+,-,.ÿ3<3*YLÿ'):ÿ[2,*:ÿG+33*22ÿSOTÿiOROÿOJÿjPk
ÿ]O_ÿÿG4g4ÿ&4ÿ"!14ÿ ÿ 7Waÿ ÿX Yÿ07*3*-,+;2*3ÿG+33*2ÿSOTÿiOOROLÿM27,ÿ
l4ÿB+,,-,.ÿPÿSJ_ÿmROÿ 7ÿh'"14ÿ&4ÿ"!14ÿ/0aÿ/W/ÿX 9YÿX+3.<-,.ÿ27+2ÿ+883:-,.ÿ
27*ÿ+96<31-2:ÿ12423-,*ÿ12*6ÿ,22ÿ6n<+3*ÿ=-27ÿ2*?2<+3-6)o6ÿ42,4*82-2,ÿ2;ÿ;+-27;<3ÿ+.*,4:Yÿ07*3*-,+;2*3ÿ
B+,,-,.ÿPÿSJ_ÿmROLÿKÿ')<3ÿ"4ÿ>7+8+3ÿZÿG*,p+)-,ÿG*+22,ÿPÿQ]ÿRÿIOk
qROÿ 7ÿB$[h4ÿ&4ÿ"!14ÿ0ÿ0W/ÿX 0YÿX3*C-*=-,.ÿ"$[h'"#ÿ'4ÿNH%!"ÿ>h!ÿl!#!"'&ÿ
Mg#$[$'"bÿX aYYÿX1*;*,1-,.ÿ2*?2<+3-6)ÿ=-272<2ÿ)*,2-2,-,.ÿ;+-27;<3ÿ+.*,4:ÿ2,ÿ27*ÿ.32<,16ÿ27+2ÿ-2ÿ
+8832+47*6ÿ3+=ÿ;32)ÿ27*ÿ8*368*42-C*ÿ2;ÿ27*ÿ.2C*3,*1Y4ÿÿ
ÿ64ÿÿG+<1*ÿZÿ#2*3;3*3ÿqÿ,22*ÿ/ÿ+2ÿ96ÿX,22-,.ÿ27*ÿ2*,6-2,ÿ;23ÿ2*?2<+3-626ÿ-,ÿ+883:-,.ÿ
27*ÿ83+-,ÿ)*+,-,.ÿ3<3*Y4ÿ
ÿ64ÿB+,,-,.ÿPÿSJ_ÿmROÿqÿ,22*ÿ/ÿ+2ÿ/W/ÿX+3.<-,.ÿ27+2ÿ+883:-,.ÿ27*ÿ+9A
6<31-2:ÿ12423-,*ÿ12*6ÿ,22ÿ6n<+3*ÿ=-27ÿ2*?2<+3-6)o6ÿ42,4*82-2,ÿ2;ÿ;+-27;<3ÿ+.*,4:Y4ÿ
ÿ64ÿÿG+33*22ÿSOTÿiOROÿqÿ,22*ÿ/ÿ+2ÿ 7Waÿ 4ÿ
ÿ6/4ÿ>*?2<+3-626ÿ+3*ÿ,22ÿ27*ÿ2,3:ÿ2,*6ÿ22ÿ3*42.,-5*ÿ+,1ÿ83*66ÿ27-6ÿ2*,6-2,4ÿÿÿG3<1,*:ÿqÿ,22*ÿ
77ÿ+2ÿa7ÿ9W74ÿÿl23ÿ*?+)83*ÿM+)*6ÿG3<1,*:ÿ,2ÿ;+,ÿ2;ÿ2*?2<+3-6)ÿ=3-2*6ÿ27+2ÿE231-,+3:ÿ)*+,-,.ÿ
+,+3:6-6ÿ9+6*1ÿ2,ÿ1-42-2,+3-*6ÿ+,1ÿ3+,.<+.*ÿ4+,2,6ÿ4+,,22ÿ9*ÿ3*42,4-3*1ÿ=-27ÿ27*ÿ;+-27;<3ÿ+.*,2ÿ
)21*3Fÿ+ÿ42,43<6-2,ÿ7*ÿ3*+47*6ÿ9:ÿ*?+)-,-,.ÿ27*ÿ47+6)ÿ9*2=**,ÿ27*ÿ3+=)+D-,.ÿ8324*66ÿ+,1ÿ27*ÿ22236ÿ
2;ÿ2*?2<+3-6)4ÿÿIJKrÿÿRÿs+<2+)ÿG7+2-+tÿPÿQRÿRÿR_ÿIOqROuÿPÿv_wOÿ
jROJROÿRÿ\ÿOROOÿUÿ\qJOÿ6ÿh'H>$%sHÿ[N%H>4ÿ&4x4ÿ99ÿ9//ÿX 9Yÿ
X83*;*33-,.ÿ83+.)+2-4ÿ22ÿ6*)+,2-4ÿ)*+,-,.ÿ+,1ÿ,22-,.ÿ27+2ÿM<62-4*ÿH4+3-+o6ÿC-*=ÿ32.-4+33:ÿ3*+16ÿ22ÿ
p<1.*6ÿ+426ÿ+6ÿ+.*,26ÿ,22ÿ2;ÿ[2,.3*66ÿ9<2ÿ2;ÿ27*ÿ8*283*YLÿs3<4DÿZÿG3*66)+,ÿqÿ,22*ÿ6ÿ+2ÿ94ÿ
ÿ664ÿÿÿG+33*22ÿqÿ,22*ÿ70ÿ+2ÿ 6ÿ Lÿ&**ÿZÿB2<3-26*,ÿqÿ,22*ÿ/ÿ+2ÿ0aW0Lÿ>7+8+3ÿ
ZÿG*+22,ÿqÿ,22*ÿ/tÿ+2ÿ0/ÿXE0>*?2<+3-6)ÿ-6ÿ+ÿ8+32-4<3+33:ÿ*.+3-2+3-+,ÿ+,1ÿ1*)243+2-4ÿ+8832+47ÿ
22ÿ27*ÿ3+=4FY4ÿ
ÿ694ÿÿG+33*22ÿqÿ,22*ÿ70ÿ+2ÿ 04ÿ
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*+,+32-./0467ÿÿ1+2ÿ./34+56./037ÿ.2ÿ.6ÿ28.6ÿ2+92:53.6;ÿ2852ÿ4+-4+6+/26ÿ28+ÿ253<ÿ
2=ÿ;2*+64@/ÿ2+92:53.626ÿ5/*ÿ.6ÿ28+ÿ*.4+32.2/ÿ./ÿ>8.38ÿ28+ÿ%+>ÿ?+92:53.6;ÿ>.33ÿ
+,23,+4 ÿ
?852ÿ+,23:2.2/ÿ;522+46ÿA+35:6+ÿ28+ÿ6+5ÿ385/0+ÿ./ÿ042:/*./0ÿ-4./3.-3+6ÿ
3+5*6ÿ22ÿ5ÿ*.==+4+/2ÿ,.+>ÿ2=ÿ>852ÿ2+92:53.6;ÿ*2+6ÿ56ÿ5ÿ;+282*2320746Bÿÿ'/*ÿ./ÿ
2:4/ÿ2852ÿ3+5*6ÿ22ÿ*.==+4+/3+6ÿ./ÿ28+ÿ22236ÿ2=ÿ./2+4-4+2562.2/ÿ2852ÿ2+92:53.626ÿ:6+C
5/*ÿ28+ÿ/:26ÿ5/*ÿA2326ÿ2=ÿ82>ÿ28+7ÿ:6+ÿ2826+ÿ222364 ÿ
$$$4ÿ"!&$?$D'?$%Dÿ&!D$E&'?$1!ÿF$E?G"1ÿ
F+4+ÿ28./06ÿ6222*ÿ=24ÿHIÿJK49ÿÿL:62.3+ÿE222;5724ÿM2./+*ÿA7ÿL:6N
2.3+ÿO4+7+4ÿ5:2824+*ÿ5ÿA4.+=ÿ32/3:44+/3+ÿ*9+*.352+*ÿ623+37ÿ22ÿ*+=+/*./0ÿ28+ÿ
;5M24.27P6ÿ:6+ÿ2=ÿ5ÿQ2;;.22++ÿ"+-2424 ÿÿE8+ÿ*4+>ÿ2/ÿQ8.+=ÿL:*0+ÿ
R52S;5//P6ÿA22<ÿ56ÿ>+33ÿ56ÿD3:3<ÿ5/*ÿO4+66;5/P6ÿ542.33+ÿ22ÿ540:+ÿ2852ÿQ2;N
;.22++ÿ"+-2426ÿ2:082ÿ22ÿA+ÿ32/6.*+4+*ÿ569ÿ4+3.5A3+ÿ./*.352246ÿ2=ÿQ2/04+66P6ÿ./N
2+/2ÿ5/*ÿ28:6ÿ56ÿ./*.352246ÿ2=ÿ;+5/./04 ÿ
E2ÿ28+ÿE222;5724ÿ32/3:44+/3+ÿ4+6:4=53+*ÿ;5/7ÿ2=ÿ28+ÿ535*+;.3ÿ540:N
;+/26ÿ92)852ÿ85*ÿ02/+ÿ=24ÿ7+546ÿ>.282:2ÿ5ÿ8+54./0ÿ./ÿ28+ÿ-50+6ÿ2=ÿ28+9ÿ6T4E4ÿ"+N
-24264 ÿÿ$/ÿ*2./0ÿ62ÿ.2ÿ,2.3+*ÿ28+ÿ;2*+4/ÿ/2/2+92:53.62ÿ-26.2.2/4 ÿÿL:62.3+ÿ
E222;5
724ÿ4+320/.S+*ÿ2852ÿ./2+/2ÿ.6ÿ/22ÿ35>ÿA:2ÿ35/ÿ./=24;ÿ3+053ÿ:/*+4625/*N
9
9
./04 ÿÿE8+ÿ28+/ÿ4+3.+*ÿ2/ÿ28+ÿ638235468.-ÿ22ÿ682>ÿ82>ÿ3+0.6352.,+ÿ8.62247ÿ
32:3*ÿ4+3.5A37ÿA+ÿ-546+*ÿ5/*ÿ32/2+/*+*ÿ2852ÿ=5.28=:3ÿ50+/26ÿ682:3*ÿ62ÿ-546+ÿ.2ÿ
22ÿA+62ÿ*.632,+4ÿ28+ÿ./2+/2ÿ2852ÿ.6ÿ3568+*ÿ2:2ÿ./ÿ2+92497ÿÿÿ
$/ÿ28.6ÿ6-.4.2ÿ28+ÿ32/3:44+/3+ÿ3:3;./52+*ÿ>.28ÿL:62.3+ÿE222;5724P6ÿ4+N
;54<ÿ2852ÿ3+0.6352.,+ÿ8.62247ÿ35/ÿU5.*Vÿ./2+4-4+252.2/ÿ5/*ÿU=242.=7Vÿ2+92:53ÿ
ÿ
ÿ674ÿWX4ÿ52ÿ 4ÿ
ÿ6@4ÿÿO544+22ÿYÿ/22+ÿ7Bÿ52ÿ ZÿÿL28/ÿ#5,.*ÿG83+/*24=ÿ[Y\]ÿ^Xÿ\KÿW_`
Y\_ÿ ÿ?!a4ÿ"!14ÿ&4ÿbÿG&4ÿ)9ÿ)@c)ÿd @eÿd540:./0ÿ2852ÿ2+92:53.626ÿ5/*ÿ-:4-26.,.626ÿ
85,+ÿ53.<+ÿ63.--+*ÿ./22ÿ5/ÿU./2+4-4+2.,+ÿ-3:453.6;Vÿ5/*ÿ5--37ÿ-:4-26.,+ÿ3./+6ÿ2=ÿ4+562/./0ÿ2:26.*+ÿ2=ÿ
6252:2247ÿ./2+4-4+252.2/ÿ5/*ÿ2+92:53.626ÿ3./+6ÿ./6.*+ÿ6252:2247ÿ./2+4-4+252.2/e4ÿ
ÿ6B4ÿ?85-54ÿbÿO+522/ÿYÿ/22+ÿ)ÿ52ÿB)c)ÿ
ÿ64ÿWXfÿ
ÿ94ÿÿ#.0.253ÿ"+5327ÿ?44ÿ$/34ÿ,4ÿE2;+46ÿ)BÿE4ÿQ24ÿ@7@ÿd Be4ÿ
ÿ94ÿWXfÿ52ÿ@BcB)ÿdE222;5724ÿL4ÿ32/3:44./0e4ÿ
ÿ94ÿWXfÿdE222;5724ÿL4ÿ32/3:44./0e4ÿ
ÿ9)4ÿÿXfÿdE222;5724ÿL4ÿ32/3:44./0e4ÿ
ÿ964ÿÿXfÿdE222;5724ÿL4ÿ32/3:44./0e4ÿ
ÿ994ÿg\YÿXfÿdE222;5724ÿL4ÿ32/3:44./0eÿhiÿYÿE+32.2/ÿ$4Q4ÿ
ÿ974ÿg\YÿHIÿJKÿ)BÿE4ÿQ24ÿ52ÿ@BcB)ÿdE222;5724ÿL4ÿ32/3:44./0eÿhiÿYÿE+32.2/ÿ
$4Q4ÿ
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*+*3,-.-49/ÿÿ012ÿ312425242ÿ62+637828ÿ31*3ÿ329.-3*3.:2ÿ1.-324,ÿ.-9>ÿ*ÿ;2431;1.32ÿ
42-27462ÿ524ÿ*ÿ5*.31573ÿ*92+3<-ÿ.+=7.4,ÿ.+32ÿ62+942--.2+*3ÿ;.334 ÿ
?7-3.62ÿ@12A*-ÿB2.+28ÿC,ÿ?7-3.62-ÿ'3.32ÿ*+8ÿD24-761ÿ627+32428ÿ.+ÿ*+ÿ
2=7*33,ÿ6743ÿ62+67442+6249ÿÿE2ÿ;4232ÿ31*3ÿ312ÿF-3*37324,ÿ825.+.3.2+ÿG42-723:2-ÿ
312ÿ=72-3.2+ÿC25242ÿ7-<Hÿ*+8ÿ312425242ÿ312ÿI2743ÿ+228ÿ+23ÿ92ÿ57431244 ÿÿE2ÿ
2CB26328ÿ32ÿ92.+9ÿ5743124ÿ;4.3.+9ÿ31*3ÿF02:2+ÿ*--7A.+9ÿ*ÿA*B24.3,ÿ25ÿI2+J
942--ÿ42*8ÿ312ÿ02+*32ÿ"2K243ÿ*94228ÿ;.31ÿ.3ÿ*+8ÿ:2328ÿ524ÿ#288JL4*+Mÿ;.31ÿ
312ÿ-*A2ÿ.+32+3ÿG;2ÿ*42ÿ*ÿ92:24+A2+3ÿ25ÿ3*;-ÿ+23ÿ25ÿA2+ÿ*7+8ÿ*42ÿ92:24+28ÿ
C,ÿ;1*3ÿI2+942--ÿ2+*6328ÿ4*3124ÿ31*+ÿC,ÿ;1*3ÿ.3ÿ.+32+8284<H ÿ
N,ÿ5267-.+9ÿ2+ÿ312ÿ.3329.3.A*6,ÿ25ÿ.+32+3ÿ*-ÿ*ÿA*3324ÿ25ÿK4.+6.K32ÿ*+8ÿ312ÿ
*--26.*328ÿ.3329.3.A*6,ÿ25ÿ329.-3*3.:2ÿ1.-324,ÿ312ÿ@12A*-ÿ62+67442+62ÿ34*6M28ÿ
312ÿ-1.53ÿ.+ÿ32O37*3.-3ÿ312791347ÿÿ$3ÿ8.8ÿ+23ÿ1*AA24ÿ312ÿK4*63.6*3ÿ*+8ÿK23.67,)ÿ
*497A2+3-ÿ+2;ÿ62AA2+K3*62ÿ.+ÿ328*,<-ÿ-3*37324,ÿ.+324K423*3.2+ÿ82C*32-4 ÿÿ
$+-32*8ÿ.3ÿC242ÿ312ÿ1*33A*4M-ÿ25ÿ312ÿ2A2492+3ÿ%2;ÿ%2;ÿ@2O37*3.-Aÿ*+8ÿ.3-ÿ
42B263.2+ÿ25ÿ5*.31573ÿ*92+6,476ÿ
$14ÿ'ÿ%!(ÿ%!(ÿ@!P@Q'&$0Rÿ
@12ÿ@12A*-ÿ62+67442+62ÿ317-ÿB2.+28ÿ312ÿ7+82467442+3-ÿ;.31.+ÿ32O37*3.-Aÿ
*+8ÿ-.9+*328ÿ*ÿ-1.53ÿ2+ÿ312ÿI2743ÿ542Aÿ?7-3.62ÿ06*3.*<-ÿ5*.3157793J*92+6,ÿ32O37J
*3.-Aÿ32ÿ*ÿ32O37*3.-Aÿ9427+828ÿ.+ÿ82A264*3.6ÿ.+324K423*3.2+4 ÿÿ@1*3ÿC42*824ÿ
-1.53ÿ.-ÿ5743124ÿ-7992-328ÿC,ÿ?7-3.62ÿ'3.32<-ÿ826.-.2+ÿ32ÿB2.+ÿ312ÿ62+67442+62ÿ
C26*7-2ÿ12ÿ1*-ÿ322M28ÿ32ÿ329.-3*3.:2ÿ1.-324,ÿ.+ÿ312ÿK*-3ÿ;12+ÿ312ÿ%2;ÿ
ÿ
ÿ9/4ÿSTÿUVÿ)>ÿ04ÿI34ÿ*3ÿ/7/ÿ/>W>)ÿX0232A*,24ÿ?4ÿ62+6744.+9Y4ÿ
ÿ9>4ÿÿZ[\ÿX0232A*,24ÿ?4ÿ62+6744.+9Y4ÿ
ÿ94ÿZ[\ÿ*3ÿ/>)ÿX@12A*-ÿ?4ÿ62+6744.+9Y4ÿ
ÿ74ÿZ[\ÿX@12A*-ÿ?4ÿ62+6744.+9Y4ÿ
ÿ74ÿZ[\ÿX@12A*-ÿ?4ÿ62+6744.+9Y4ÿÿ@12A*-ÿ*3-2ÿ*KK2+828ÿ*ÿ+2;J5*A27-ÿ62332=7,ÿC23;22+ÿ02+*324-ÿ
#232ÿ*+8ÿ'4A-342+9ÿ*C273ÿ12;ÿ52;ÿ329.-3*324-ÿ42*8ÿ62AA.3322ÿ42K243-ÿC73ÿ12ÿ8.8ÿ-2ÿ2+3,ÿ.+ÿ*ÿ5223+232ÿ
32ÿ1.-ÿ62AA2+3ÿ2+ÿI2+942--<-ÿ42*8.+9ÿ1*C.3-4ÿÿÿ[\ÿ*3ÿ/>6ÿ+4ÿX@12A*-ÿ?4ÿ62+6744.+9YÿX6.3.+9ÿ
E.4-612,ÿ:4ÿL!"Iÿ///ÿL48ÿÿ/W>ÿ+4ÿX#4I4ÿI.44ÿ>9YÿX06*3.*ÿ?4ÿ62+6744.+9YY4ÿ
ÿ74ÿZ[\ÿ*3ÿ/7/ÿ/>)ÿX@12A*-ÿ?4ÿ62+6744.+9Y]ÿ-ÿ@288ÿ(4ÿ01*;^ÿ_`aÿÿa[ÿbcVÿdcaeÿ
Zaaÿ_`fcgaTÿha[ÿ`ÿ`[cgÿcÿSc[[ijakÿ/ÿ'#R$%4ÿ&4ÿ"!14ÿ7/)ÿ7WÿX >Yÿ
XFI2743-ÿA7-3ÿ42B263ÿ329.-3*3.:2ÿ1.-324,ÿG*3ÿ312ÿ:24,ÿ273-23<ÿ;12+ÿ312ÿ-3*37324,ÿ32O3ÿ.-ÿ7+*AC.9727-4HY]ÿ
?21+ÿL4ÿR*++.+9ÿ_`ÿSl[ÿÿcÿbmclnÿ 7ÿIo&QR4ÿ&4ÿ"!14ÿ/ ÿ/)ÿX 7Yÿ
X*497.+9ÿ31*3ÿA2824+ÿ32O37*3.-Aÿ42=7.42-ÿ312ÿ62743ÿF32ÿ342*3ÿ312ÿ632*4ÿ.AK243ÿ25ÿ*+ÿ2+*6328ÿ32O3ÿ*-ÿ
62+637-.:2ÿ2:2+ÿ;12+ÿ312ÿ32O3ÿ5.3-ÿK2243,ÿ;.31ÿ.3-ÿ*KK*42+3Hÿ.+32+3ÿ24ÿK23.6,Y4ÿ
ÿ7)4ÿSTÿUVÿ)>ÿ04ÿI34ÿ*3ÿ/7/ÿ/>)ÿX@12A*-ÿ?4ÿ62+6744.+9YÿXF0(2ÿ*42ÿ*ÿ92:24+A2+3ÿ25ÿ
3*;-ÿ+23ÿ25ÿA2+ÿ*+8ÿ*42ÿ92:24+28ÿC,ÿ;1*3ÿI2+942--ÿ2+*6328ÿ4*3124ÿ31*+ÿC,ÿ;1*3ÿ.3ÿ.+32+8284HY4ÿÿÿ
ÿ764ÿZ[4ÿ
ÿ794ÿZ[\ÿ
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*+,-./301231ÿ/45.2+6-1ÿ4+056+7ÿ8.-ÿ629ÿ1++21ÿ-2ÿ:/;+ÿ8++6ÿ<+41./7+7ÿ8=ÿ
-:+ÿ%+9ÿ%+9ÿ*+,-./301231ÿ/45.2+6-14ÿ
*:01ÿ/4-ÿ8+5061ÿ8=ÿ+,/206065ÿ>.1-0?+ÿ'30-231ÿ?26;+41026ÿ/67ÿ:29ÿ0-ÿ105@
6/31ÿ/ÿ?:/65+ÿ2Aÿ?2.41+ÿ06ÿ-+,-./3012ÿ26ÿ-:+ÿB2.4-4ÿÿ$-ÿ-:+6ÿ7+1?408+1ÿ-:+ÿ-4/@
C+?-24=ÿ-:/-ÿ-:+ÿ.67+4?.44+6-1ÿ2Aÿ-+,-./3012ÿA23329ÿ82-:ÿ06ÿ-:+ÿ/?/7+2=ÿ/67ÿ
-:+ÿC.70?0/4=4ÿÿD06/33=ÿ-:01ÿ/4-ÿ1E+-?:+1ÿ/ÿ7+A+61+ÿ2Aÿ-:/-ÿ%+9ÿ%+9ÿ*+,-./3@
012ÿ9:0?:ÿ0-ÿ1:291ÿA0671ÿ/ÿ?22A24-/83+ÿ:22+ÿ06ÿ-:+ÿ<:03212<:=ÿ2Aÿ3/65./5+4ÿ
FÿGÿHIÿÿ
(:+6ÿ>.1-0?+ÿ'30-2ÿC206+7ÿ-:+ÿB2.4-ÿ:+ÿ:/7ÿ62ÿJ./321ÿ/82.-ÿ06J.04065ÿ
06-2ÿ3+5013/-0;+ÿ:01-24=4ÿÿD24ÿ061-/6?+ÿ06ÿKLMÿNFÿOMLÿÿ7.4065ÿ:01ÿ
A041-ÿ-+42ÿ26ÿ-:+ÿB2.4-ÿ>.1-0?+ÿ'30-2ÿ4+370+77ÿ26ÿ3+5013/-0;+ÿ:01-24=ÿ-2ÿ8231-+4ÿ:01ÿ
06-+4<4+-/-026ÿ2Aÿ-:+ÿP<++7=ÿ*40/3ÿ'?-4 ÿÿ'1ÿ3/-+ÿ/1ÿ ÿ06ÿOMLÿÿNFÿ
MHÿ>.1-0?+ÿ'30-2ÿ-.46+7ÿ-2ÿ82-:ÿQ2.1+ÿ/67ÿP+76T/-+ÿ"+<24-1ÿ-2ÿ06-+4<4+-ÿ-:+ÿ
9247ÿR<42?++71Sÿ06ÿ/ÿ226+=@3/.67+4065ÿ1-/-.-+4 ÿ
'1ÿ'60-/ÿU401:6/E.2/4ÿ1:29+7ÿ/-ÿ3+/1-ÿA422ÿ 7V ÿ>.1-0?+ÿ'30-72Wÿ
707ÿ62-ÿA23329ÿ-+,-./3012ÿ06ÿ-:+ÿ2237ÿ2Aÿ>.1-0?+ÿP?/30/ÿ24ÿ/6=-:065ÿ30E+ÿ0-4 ÿÿ
$61-+/7ÿ>.1-0?+ÿ'30-2ÿ74+9ÿ26ÿ<.4<21+ÿ06ÿ/82.-ÿ26+@-:047ÿ2Aÿ:01ÿ2<060261ÿ06@
-+6-ÿ06ÿ7/82.-ÿ26+@A2.4-:ÿ2Aÿ-:+2ÿ/67ÿ3+5013/-0;+ÿ:01-24=ÿ06ÿ/82.-ÿ26+@10,-:ÿ2Aÿ
-:+24 ÿÿ'67ÿ/1ÿ3/-+ÿ/1ÿ )ÿ06ÿLHXNÿYHXÿNFÿZ[\ÿ]ÿ>.1-0?+ÿ'30-2ÿ
06J.04+7ÿ06-2ÿ3+5013/-0;+ÿ:01-24=ÿ-:2.5:ÿ90-:ÿ-:+ÿ701?3/02+48ÿR0Aÿ-:+ÿ3+5013/-0;+ÿ
:01-24=ÿ2Aÿ-:+ÿ0'?-ÿ01ÿ-:2.5:-ÿ-2ÿ8+ÿ4+3+;/6-4STÿ
^24+ÿ4+?+6-3=ÿ-:2.5:ÿ>.1-0?+ÿ'30-2ÿ1++21ÿ-2ÿ:/;+ÿ1:0+7ÿ/9/=ÿA422ÿ-:+ÿ
1-.AAÿ/3-:2.5:ÿ90-:2.-ÿ-:+ÿ/?/7+2=ÿ62-0?0654Tÿÿ*:01ÿ</1-ÿ-+42ÿ06ÿYÿNFÿ
OMLÿÿ:+ÿ4+30+7ÿ26ÿ-:+ÿ'7;0124=ÿB2220--++ÿ%2-+1ÿ-2ÿ-:+ÿD+7+4/3ÿ".3+1ÿ
2AÿB40206/3ÿ42?+7.4+ÿ8.-ÿ263=ÿ/A-+4ÿ+,<3/06065ÿ-:/-ÿ-:+ÿ%2-+1ÿ9+4+ÿ62-ÿ/-ÿ/33ÿ
ÿ
ÿ774ÿ96Tÿ_4P4ÿ6Wÿ9 V ÿ̀ 7a4ÿÿ*:/-ÿ4+30/6?+ÿ74+9ÿ/ÿ?:/4/?-+401-0?ÿP?/30/ÿ?26?.44+6?+ÿ06ÿ9:0?:ÿ
:+ÿ28C+?-+7ÿ-2ÿ-:+ÿ.1+ÿ2Aÿ3+5013/-0;+ÿ:01-24=b/67ÿ72.83=ÿ12ÿA24ÿ1-/-.-+1ÿ-:/-ÿ<4+1+6-ÿ62ÿA/?0/3ÿ/2805.@
0-=4ÿÿÿLFÿ/-ÿ9V ÿ̀P?/30/ÿ>4ÿ?26?.44065a4ÿ
ÿ7T4ÿ99)ÿ_4P4ÿ9Tÿ9))ÿ9)V6ÿ̀ Waÿ̀'30-2ÿ>4ÿ7011+6-065a4ÿ
ÿ7W4ÿ'60-/ÿP4ÿU401:6/E.2/4ÿH\ÿcMXHMÿMÿdÿeH[ÿYHfÿgÿhiÿMÿhXj
ÿMLÿkHMÿM\ÿ7ÿQ'P*$%lPÿ&4>4ÿ ÿ 6ÿT6VT9ÿ̀ a4ÿÿ
ÿ74ÿcLFÿ/-ÿ9ÿ-8344ÿ
ÿT4ÿ9Tÿ_4P4ÿ7)Tÿ76ÿ̀ )a4ÿ
ÿT4ÿP0+5+3ÿXÿ62-+ÿ)Wÿ/-ÿ7ÿ̀R>.1-0?+ÿ'30-2ÿ01ÿ62-ÿ/ÿ-+,-./301-4Samÿ%0+3ÿP4ÿP0+5+3ÿdÿkMNÿ
eHÿHÿGÿÿHiÿgHÿÿnHÿHÿeHHMÿHÿÿnHÿHÿkMÿ 7ÿo'&!ÿ&4>4ÿ
Dp"_^ÿ76ÿ77V7Tÿ7VT)ÿ̀ 7aÿ̀7+1?408065ÿ>.1-0?+ÿ'30-231ÿ2+-:2723250?/3ÿ<3.4/3012ÿ/67ÿ423+ÿ/1ÿ
-4/70-026/301-a4ÿ
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3*+,ÿ3,-*.3/0*1,ÿ2*.023445ÿÿ62,7ÿ/0ÿ02,ÿ,78ÿ29ÿ02,ÿ0,3:ÿ2,ÿ/327-.*8,ÿ;<.0*=,.ÿ
622:/.ÿ/78ÿ>23.<=2ÿ3,9<.,8ÿ02ÿ?2*7ÿ02,ÿ3,-*.3/0*1,ÿ2*.0234ÿ@230*275)ÿ29ÿ;<.0*=,ÿ
A202:/423B.ÿ2@*7*27ÿ*7ÿCDÿEÿFÿGHIDÿCCJÿKLÿMMIN4 ÿÿ#*002ÿ923ÿ
OIHÿKLÿPIQÿ456ÿÿ'78ÿ.*7=,ÿQHMKÿGHMÿ;<.0*=,ÿ'3*02ÿ2/.ÿ
720ÿ/<509223,8ÿ/7ÿ2@*7*27ÿ02/0ÿ83,Rÿ*7ÿ/74ÿ:,/7*7-9<3ÿR/4ÿ27ÿ3,-*.3/0*1,ÿ2*.S
02344 ÿ
$0ÿ*.ÿ/3.2ÿ@/30*=<3/334ÿ0,33*7-ÿ02/0ÿ;<.0*=,ÿ'3*02ÿ?2*7,8ÿ02,ÿTNÿUVÿ
=27=<33,7=,ÿR2*=2ÿ82,.ÿ7202*7-ÿW<0ÿW<00ÿ2,/8.ÿR*02ÿ02,ÿA202:/423ÿ=27=<3S
3,7=,ÿ/W2<0ÿ02,ÿ3,-*0*:/=4ÿ29ÿ3,-*.3/0*1,ÿ2*.02344ÿÿ62,3,ÿ*.ÿ72ÿ8*./57-3,,:,70ÿ27ÿ
2<0=2:,ÿ02,ÿ3,.0ÿ29ÿ02,ÿ3,/.27*7-ÿ23ÿ/7402*7-ÿ,3.,ÿ*7ÿ02,ÿ=/.,4 ÿ
XLÿYEINÿÿÿZEHÿ[IIÿ
;<.0*=,ÿ'3*02B.ÿ.2*90ÿ/327-ÿR*02ÿ02,ÿ3,/.27*7-ÿ29ÿ02,ÿ622:/.ÿ=27=<33,7=,ÿ
:/7*9,.0.ÿ02,ÿ*70,33,=0</3ÿ.2*90ÿR*02*7ÿ0,\0</3*.:455ÿÿ62/0ÿ.2*90ÿ:21,.ÿ/R/4ÿ
932:ÿ02,ÿ9/*029<3S/-,7=4ÿ0,\0</3*.:ÿ29ÿ;<.0*=,ÿA=/3*/ÿ;<8-,ÿ!/.0,3W322+ÿ/78ÿ
329,..23.ÿ]/77*7-ÿ3/+/.2ÿ/78ÿ'3,\/78,3ÿ02R/38ÿ/ÿ%,Rÿ%,Rÿ6,\0</3*.:ÿ
ÿ
ÿ54ÿ )^ÿA4ÿ_04ÿ5^ÿ^^ÿ74ÿ̀ ^a4ÿÿ]/74ÿ02/7+.ÿ02ÿ]27*=/ÿb/4:278ÿ923ÿ@2*70*7-ÿ02*.ÿ2<0ÿ02ÿ:,4ÿ
ÿ5)4ÿ )^ÿA4ÿ_04ÿ59 ÿ597ÿ57)c76ÿ̀ ^a4ÿ
ÿ564ÿÿ)^ÿA4ÿ_04ÿ ÿ 9ÿ74ÿ̀ ^aÿ̀622:/.ÿ;4ÿ=27=<33*7-a4ÿÿb,ÿ82,.ÿ720ÿ22R,1,3ÿ.,,:ÿ
02ÿW,ÿ@,3.</8,8ÿ02ÿ?2*7ÿ;<.0*=,.ÿ622:/.ÿ/78ÿ>23.<=2ÿ*7ÿ02,*3ÿ23*-*7/3*.0ÿ?<3*.@3<8,7=,4ÿÿÿA,..*27.ÿ
14ÿ#*:/4/ÿ)^ÿA4ÿ_04ÿ 6ÿ )ÿ 6ÿ̀ ^a4ÿ
ÿ594ÿDÿLNLÿA=200ÿ'4ÿ]2..ÿdQNeÿfQÿfgÿHIÿhÿEÿUHijHÿEÿIQÿ
EÿÿTÿTKNIÿEÿPIQÿEÿZQVÿQÿj[QHHNVÿGHHIÿ
^^ÿk4ÿ_l&lÿ&4ÿ"!14ÿ ÿ9ÿ5c^ÿ` 5aÿ`m062,ÿ@/.0ÿ8,=/8,ÿ.22R.ÿ02/0ÿ;<.0*=,ÿ'3*02ÿ2/.ÿ?2*7,8ÿ02/0ÿ
A=/3*/n622:/.ÿ0,\0</3*.0ÿ=/:@ÿR2*3,ÿ_2*,9ÿ;<.0*=,ÿ"2W,30.ÿ8,9*7*0,34ÿ2/.ÿ7204oa4ÿ
ÿ574ÿ#*-*0/3ÿ",/304ÿ634ÿ$7=4ÿ14ÿA2:,3.ÿ)^ÿA4ÿ_04ÿ575ÿ5^)c^6ÿ` ^aÿ`622:/.ÿ;4ÿ=27=<33*7-a4ÿÿ
p23ÿ02*.ÿ3,/.27ÿ*0ÿ.,,:.ÿ02/0ÿ;<.0*=,ÿ'3*02ÿ*.ÿ720ÿ?<.0ÿ/82@0*7-ÿ02,ÿm238ÿ0,\0</3*.:oÿ23ÿ@320,/7ÿ7,Rÿ
0,\0</3*.:ÿR2*=2ÿ/@@34ÿ/ÿm2/38ÿ@3/*7S:,/7*7-ÿ3<3,4oÿÿÿ!.+3*8-,ÿMÿ720,ÿ ÿ/0ÿ7974ÿÿTNÿ
UVÿR2<38ÿ2734ÿ3,q<*3,ÿ02/0ÿ:<=2ÿ/78ÿ72ÿ:23,rÿ22R,1,3ÿÿ/.ÿ02,ÿ2@*7*27ÿ9*78.ÿ02,ÿ0,\0ÿ<7/:W*-<2<.ÿ
/78ÿ/ÿ2/38ÿ@3/*7S:,/7*7-ÿ3<3,ÿW/3.ÿ3,-*.3/0*1,ÿ2*.0234ÿ*7ÿ02/0ÿ.=,7/3*2ÿ02,ÿ8<,3ÿ29ÿ=27=<33,7=,.ÿ.<-S
-,.0.ÿ.2:,02*7-ÿ3/3-,3ÿ/0ÿ.0/+,ÿ/78ÿ/ÿ3,23*,70/0*27ÿ29ÿ02,ÿ?<3*.@3<8,7=,4ÿÿÿNIVÿTNÿUVÿ
)^ÿA4ÿ_04ÿ/0ÿ575c^64ÿÿ622<-2ÿ*9ÿ;<.0*=,ÿ'3*02ÿR,3,ÿ:,3,34ÿ/82@0*7-ÿ/ÿ2/38ÿ@3/*7S:,/7*7-ÿ3<3,ÿ02/0ÿ
R2<38ÿ.0*33ÿ3,@3,.,70ÿ/ÿ.2*90ÿ932:ÿsQIÿR2,3,ÿ2,ÿ/=+72R3,8-,8ÿ02/0ÿ02,ÿ0,\0ÿR/.ÿ=3,/3ÿ/78ÿ.0*33ÿ
*7q<*3,8ÿ*702ÿ02,ÿ3,-*.3/0*1,ÿ2*.02344ÿÿÿt,87,3ÿ14ÿk7*0,8ÿA0/0,.ÿ965ÿk4A4ÿ6^ÿ9 ÿ̀ 7a4ÿÿÿ
ÿ554ÿÿA*,-,3ÿ[IHiÿUQuHIÿMÿ720,ÿ ÿ/0ÿ66S69ÿ7c5ÿ̀8,.=3*W*7-ÿ02*.ÿ.2*90ÿ
/.ÿ/7ÿm*7,\23/W3,ÿ,\@/7.*27*.0ÿ923=,oÿ*7ÿR2*=2ÿ0,\0</3*.:ÿm0R23+0.ÿ0*0.,39ÿ0@<3,oÿW<0ÿ@3,8*=0*7-ÿ
02/0ÿ02,ÿ@<3,ÿ.03*=0ÿ0,\0</3ÿ/@@32/=2ÿR*33ÿ-*1,ÿR/4ÿ02ÿ/ÿ:23,ÿ32-*=/3ÿ93<*8ÿ/@@32/=2ÿR2*=2ÿ:/4ÿ*7=23S
@23/0,ÿ3,-*.3/0*1,ÿ2*.0234arÿ4ÿ&/R3,7=,ÿ]4ÿA23/7ÿvMMHIÿÿ9^ÿk4ÿ'4ÿ&4ÿ"!14ÿ 9ÿ
5ÿ̀ aÿ̀/-3,,*7-ÿR*02ÿA*,-,3ÿ27ÿ0,\0</3*.:B.ÿ.2*90ÿW<0ÿ/3-<*7-ÿ02/0ÿ*0ÿ*.ÿm1*30</334ÿ*:@2..*W3,oÿ02ÿ
W,ÿ/ÿ@<3,ÿ0,\0</3*.0ÿ/78ÿ?<8-,.ÿ2/1,ÿ02,3,923,ÿ/3R/4.ÿW,70ÿ02,*3ÿ923:/3*.0ÿ0,\0</3*.:ÿm*7ÿ9/123ÿ29ÿR2/0ÿ
02,4ÿW,3*,1,ÿ02ÿW,ÿ/ÿ3,.<30ÿ:23,ÿ=27.*.0,70ÿR*02ÿ02,ÿ3,-*.3/0*1,ÿR*33oa4ÿ
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*+,*ÿ-./3,0.1ÿ2,3*+243ÿ,5.607ÿ83*+ÿ9.:20-,*30ÿ36*.-/-.*,*3264;<ÿ
=+.ÿ=+2:,1ÿ02604--.60.ÿ+28.>.-ÿ939ÿ62*ÿ1.*ÿ22-*+ÿ,;ÿ9.2.61.ÿ22ÿ%.8ÿ
%.8ÿ=.?*4,331:ÿ2-ÿ3,7ÿ24*ÿ*+.ÿ/213*326ÿ22ÿ*+,*ÿ*.?*4,331:4 ÿÿ$*ÿ2637ÿ8.6*ÿ1<2ÿ
2,-ÿ,1ÿ*2ÿ-.@.0*ÿ36*.6*ÿ26ÿ/-3603/3.ÿ,69ÿ139.ÿ83*+ÿ*+.ÿ2,3*+243A,5.607ÿ1B./*3014 ÿ
=+.ÿ/213*326ÿ22ÿ*+31ÿ%.8ÿ%.8ÿ=.?*4,331:ÿ*+245+ÿ0,6ÿC.ÿ9310.-6.9ÿC.A
0,41.ÿ*+31ÿ*.?*4,331:ÿ31ÿ223328365ÿ,ÿ32530,3ÿ*-,@.0*2-74ÿÿ=+,*ÿ*-,@.0*2-7ÿC.5361ÿ
83*+ÿ*+.ÿ*.61326ÿC.*8..6ÿ/4C330ÿ:.,6365ÿ,69ÿ2,3*+243ÿ,5.607ÿ,0B6283.95365ÿ
*+.ÿ3602:/,*3C333*7ÿ2<2ÿ13:43*,6.24137ÿ/4-14365ÿ0265-.11326,3ÿ8333ÿ,69ÿ/4-14A
365ÿ/4C330ÿ:.,63654 ÿÿ=+.6ÿ-,*+.-ÿ*+,6ÿ*-7ÿ*2ÿ1D4,-.ÿ*+.ÿ*82ÿ*+.ÿ%.8ÿ%.8ÿ
=.?*4,331:ÿ-.@.0*1ÿ2,3*+243ÿ,5.607ÿ,69ÿ.:C-,0.1ÿ/4C330ÿ:.,63654ÿÿ'69ÿ3*ÿ
5-24691ÿ*+,*ÿ1+32*ÿ36ÿ*+.ÿ02-.ÿ/-.:31.ÿ22ÿ*.?*4,331:E*+,*ÿ*+.ÿ3,8ÿ31ÿ8+,*ÿ*+.ÿ
*.?*ÿ:.,61ÿ,69ÿ2637ÿ*+,*4ÿ
=+,*ÿ*-,@.0*2-7ÿ3.,91ÿ*2ÿ*+.ÿ223328365ÿ/213*32618ÿ23-1*ÿ2,3*+243ÿ,5.607ÿ,69ÿ
/4C330ÿ:.,6365ÿ,-.ÿ3602:/,*3C3.Fÿ1.0269ÿ/4C330ÿ:.,6365ÿ31ÿ/-.2.-,C3.ÿ*2ÿ
2,3*+243ÿ,5.607Fÿ,69ÿ*+3-9ÿ3.5313,*3>.ÿ+31*2-7ÿ:41*ÿC.ÿ-.@.0*.9ÿC.0,41.ÿ3*ÿ31ÿ62*ÿ
,ÿ*223ÿ22-ÿ93102>.-365ÿ/4C330ÿ:.,63654ÿ
=+31ÿG.0*326ÿ1B.*0+.1ÿ,ÿ9.2.61.ÿ22ÿ*+,*ÿ/213*326ÿ.1*,C331+365ÿ*+.ÿ/+332A
12/+30,3ÿ02+.-.60.ÿ22ÿ%.8ÿ%.8ÿ=.?*4,331:ÿ,69ÿ1+28365ÿ+28ÿ3*ÿ.:.-5.1ÿ
-.,9337ÿ2-2:ÿ*+.ÿ/+33212/+7ÿ22ÿ3,654,5.4ÿÿ$*ÿ92.1ÿ12ÿC7ÿ1+28365ÿ+28ÿ*+,*ÿ
/+33212/+7ÿ1.>.-1ÿ36*.6*ÿ2-2:ÿ:.,63654ÿÿ'69ÿ*+.6ÿ3*ÿ,//33.1ÿ*+,*ÿ36135+*ÿ*2ÿ
3,8ÿ1.>.-365ÿ2,3*+243ÿ,5.607ÿH36*.6*Iÿ2-2:ÿ/4C330ÿ:.,6365ÿH:.,6365Iÿ*2ÿ73.39ÿ
*+.ÿ/213*326ÿ22ÿ*+.ÿ%.8ÿ%.8ÿ=.?*4,331:4ÿ
4ÿ=.?*4,331:ÿ,1ÿ+33212/+7ÿ22ÿ&,654,5.ÿ
=+.ÿ%.8ÿ%.8ÿ=.?*4,331:J1ÿ/213*326ÿ2233281ÿ2-2:ÿ39.,1ÿ*+,*ÿ*+.ÿ/+33212A
/+7ÿ22ÿ3,654,5.ÿ9.>.32/.9ÿ36ÿ*+.ÿ:39A*8.6*3.*+ÿ0.6*4-7ÿ6,:.37ÿ*+,*ÿ:.,6365ÿ
ÿ
ÿ;<4ÿÿK-496.7ÿLÿ62*.ÿ77ÿ,*ÿ<ÿHM$*ÿ14-.37ÿ92.1ÿ62*ÿ-.23.0*ÿ2,3*+243ÿ,5.607ÿ*2ÿ:,36*,36ÿ*+,*ÿ
0265-.11326,337ÿ.6,0*.9ÿ9.2363*3261ÿ1+2439ÿC.ÿ14C2-936,*.9ÿ*2ÿ@49303,337ÿ0261*-40*.9ÿ2-936,-7ÿ:.,6A
3654ÿÿ'ÿ2,3*+243ÿ,5.6*ÿ/.-1/.0*3>.ÿ31ÿ:2-.ÿ33B.37ÿ*2ÿ1455.1*ÿ*+,*ÿ8+.6ÿ*+.ÿ1*,*4*2-7ÿ9.2363*326ÿ360349.1ÿ
26.ÿ2-ÿ:2-.ÿ.?,:/3.1ÿ22ÿ,6ÿ46026>.6*326,3ÿ2-ÿ4602::26ÿ1.61.ÿ22ÿ*+.ÿ82-9ÿ9.236.9ÿ*+,*ÿ9.2363*326,3ÿ
1.61.ÿ1+2439ÿ/-.>,33ÿ,1ÿN265-.11J1ÿ83334ÿÿ".@.0*365ÿ0265-.11326,3ÿ9.2363*3261ÿ36ÿ2,>2-ÿ22ÿ930*326,-7A
C,1.9ÿ2-936,-7ÿ:.,6365ÿ.?*.691ÿC.7269ÿ:362-3*7ÿ>3.81ÿ33B.ÿG0,33,J14OI4ÿ
ÿ;4ÿPQÿRSÿ)<ÿG4ÿN*4ÿ,*ÿ;<)T<6ÿH=+2:,1ÿU4ÿ02604--365I4ÿ
ÿ<4ÿVWXÿH=+2:,1ÿU4ÿ02604--365I4ÿ
ÿ<4ÿYZLÿK,--.**ÿ[\]ÿY\Z\ÿLÿ62*.ÿ)ÿ,*ÿ ÿHM0!,-37ÿ2.9.-,3ÿ024-*1ÿC.33.>.9ÿ
^*+.ÿ@49303,3ÿ28.-Jÿ*2ÿ360349.ÿ,ÿC-2,9ÿ.D43*,C3.ÿ,4*+2-3*7ÿ*2ÿ,3*.-ÿ1*,*4*2-7ÿ*.?*4ÿÿ#.2.69365ÿ*+.ÿ/-36A
03/3.ÿ22ÿ2,3*+243ÿ,5.607ÿ*.?*4,331*1ÿ+,>.ÿ,-54.9ÿ*+,*ÿ.,-37ÿ2.9.-,3ÿ024-*1ÿ4ÿ4ÿ4ÿ43*3:,*.37ÿ,C,6926.9ÿ,ÿ
03,3:ÿ*2ÿ140+ÿ/28.-ÿ,1ÿ*+.3-ÿ469.-1*,69365ÿ22ÿ*+.ÿ0261*3*4*326,3ÿ1*-40*4-.ÿ1+,-/.6.94OIÿ_`ÿLÿ
62*.1ÿ7T<ÿ,69ÿ,002:/,67365ÿ*.?*4ÿ
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*+,ÿ-./ÿ0/,0/ÿ21ÿ22,-/,-34ÿ-56,0ÿ2,ÿ50/43)ÿÿ72583/9ÿ:+-.ÿ-/;-5<3+0=>0ÿ226/ÿ
86/=+0/ÿ-.<-ÿ-./ÿ3<:ÿ+0ÿ:.<-ÿ-./ÿ-/;-ÿ=/<,0ÿ8.+32028.?ÿ<990ÿ-./ÿ86/=+0/ÿ-.<-ÿ
-/;-5<3ÿ=/<,+,@ÿ+0ÿ<3:<?0ÿ9/-/6=+,/9ÿA?ÿ.2:ÿ-./ÿ85A3+2ÿ50/0B<,9ÿ/C5+D<E
3/,-3?ÿ5,9/60-<,90B-./ÿ:2690ÿ+,ÿ-./ÿ-/;-436ÿÿF2ÿ22=83/-/ÿ-./ÿ0?332@+0=8ÿ'33ÿ
3<:ÿ+0ÿ-/;-5<3ÿ=/<,+,@ÿ<,9ÿ<33ÿ-/;-5<3ÿ=/<,+,@ÿ9/6+D/0ÿ162=ÿ85A3+2ÿ5,9/6E
0-<,9+,@4ÿÿG2ÿ3<:ÿ6/952/0ÿ-2ÿ-3.9/ÿ85A3+2>0ÿ5,9/60-<,9+,@ÿ21ÿ-./ÿ-/;-ÿ,2-ÿ+,-/,-ÿ
26ÿ856820/ÿ26ÿ<,?-.+,@ÿ/30/4 ÿ
.+32028.?>0ÿ22,-6+A5-+2,ÿ-2ÿ-.+0ÿ0?332@+0=ÿ-6<2/0ÿA<2Hÿ-2ÿ8.+32028./60ÿ
3+H/ÿI2.,ÿ&<,@0.<:ÿ'50-+,ÿ<,9ÿ&59:+@ÿ(+--@/,0-/+,ÿ*<36/<9?ÿ<ÿ=<+,0-<?ÿ21ÿ
I59@/ÿ!<0-/6A622H>0ÿ:6+-+,@0437ÿ:.2ÿ6/D+D/9ÿ+,-/6/0-ÿ+,ÿ-./ÿ8.+32028.?ÿ21ÿ
3<,@5<@/ÿ<1-/6ÿ2/,-56+/0ÿ21ÿ926=<,2?4ÿÿF./+6ÿ=<+,ÿ-.650-ÿ:.+2.ÿ58/,9/9ÿ-.<-ÿ
926=<,2?ÿ:<0ÿ-2ÿ862D/ÿ-.<-ÿ-./ÿ:<?ÿ-2ÿ5,9/60-<,3J9ÿ3<,@5<@/ÿ<,9ÿ-./6/126/ÿ
-./ÿ8.+32028.+2<3ÿ22,2/8-0ÿ323<8-56/9ÿA?ÿ3<,@5<@/ ÿ+0ÿ-2ÿ322Hÿ<-ÿ.2:ÿ8/283/ÿ
50/ÿ<,9ÿ5,9/60-<,9ÿ:26904 ÿ
$,ÿ<,ÿ/;<=83/ÿ-.<-ÿ.+@.3+@.-/9ÿ-.<-ÿ82+,-ÿ(+--@/,0-/+,ÿ+=<@+,/9ÿ<ÿ2.+39ÿ
ÿ
ÿ34ÿÿKLMÿ'N&ÿO"$7!ÿGFN#$!Gÿ$%ÿFP!ÿ('QÿRSÿ(R"#Gÿ3JTÿ*344ÿUV/<,+,@Wÿ+0ÿ+-0/31ÿ
<=A+@52504ÿÿÿXYÿÿV52.ÿ8.+32028.?ÿ21ÿ3<,@5<@/ÿZ5=80ÿ211ÿ21ÿO6+2/>0ÿ:26Hÿ:.+2.ÿ+-0/31ÿA/@+,0ÿ:+-.ÿ
<,ÿ/;<=+,<-+2,ÿ21ÿ-./ÿ0/,0/ÿ21ÿ=/<,+,@ÿ2<8-56/9ÿ+,ÿU:.<-ÿ9+9ÿ./ÿ=/<,ÿA?ÿ-.<-4WÿÿÿX4ÿÿF.<-ÿ0/,0/ÿ
21ÿ=/<,+,@ÿ+,C5+6/0ÿ+,-2ÿ-./ÿ08/<H/6>0ÿ=+,94ÿÿÿXYÿÿF./ÿ0/,0/ÿ21ÿ=/<,+,@ÿ./6/ÿ+0ÿ-.<-ÿ21ÿU:.<-ÿ92/0ÿ
-./ÿ:269ÿ[5=+<H>ÿ=/<,\WÿÿÿXYÿÿF.<-ÿ0/,0/ÿ21ÿ=/<,+,@ÿ+,C5+6/0ÿ+,-2ÿ-./ÿ22,-/,-ÿ21ÿ-./ÿ-/6=ÿ<,9ÿ
=/<,+,@E<0E50/ÿ0.2:0ÿ-.<-ÿ-./ÿ3<--/6ÿD/60+2,ÿ<,9ÿ-./ÿ126=/6ÿ.<D/ÿ,2-.+,@ÿ-2ÿ92ÿ:+-.ÿ2,/ÿ<,2-./68ÿ
=/,-<3ÿ0-<-/0ÿ92ÿ,2-ÿA/<6ÿ2,ÿ22,-/,-4ÿÿÿXYÿÿÿ
ÿ3)4ÿÿ#<,ÿ(<3]E7.2Z,<2H+ÿ^_Lÿ̀ÿabÿÿ̀cXÿLÿdbefgÿ̀KLLÿcLÿhÿijck
lMÿcÿdbÿmLKKÿ6ÿV'7'&!GF!"ÿI4ÿP$&4ÿ) ÿ)9T)Jÿ* 944ÿ
ÿ364ÿÿXYÿ
ÿ394ÿÿXYÿÿ
ÿ374ÿnÿYKYÿS6<,HÿP4ÿ!<0-/6A622HÿÿLXÿhÿoXÿaLXÿ77ÿO!R4ÿ('GP4ÿ&4ÿ"!14ÿ ÿ
ÿ*34ÿ*<00/6-+,@ÿ-.<-ÿ(+--@/,0-/+,ÿ-/<2./0ÿ-.<-ÿU3<,@5<@/ÿ9/8/,90ÿ2,ÿ<ÿ22==5,+-?ÿ21ÿ6/<9/60ÿ
6<-./6ÿ-.<,ÿ08/<H/60>ÿ+,-/,-W4pÿ!<0-/6A622Hÿjÿ,2-/ÿ63ÿ<-ÿ9)7ÿ,494ÿÿ
ÿ3J4ÿ .+32028./60ÿ21ÿ3<,@5<@/ÿ083+-ÿ2,ÿ-.+0ÿ82+,-4ÿÿ'50-+,ÿ:<0ÿ=26/ÿ62A50-ÿ<6@5+,@ÿ-.<-ÿ269+,<6?ÿ
3<,@5<@/ÿ:<0ÿ<ÿA/--/6ÿ-223ÿ126ÿ5,9/60-<,9+,@ÿ-./ÿ8.+32028.+2<3ÿ-.<,ÿ:<0ÿ8<0-ÿ8.+32028.+2<3ÿ<,<3?0+04ÿÿ
nÿYKYÿI4&4ÿ'50-+,ÿÿdÿcÿqÿjLXÿLÿP$&RGR P$7'&ÿ' !"Gÿ JTÿ*I4R4ÿN6=02,ÿ
rÿO4I4ÿ(<6,22Hÿ/904ÿ74ÿ*<,<3?]+,@ÿ-./ÿ22,2/8-0ÿ21ÿU16//92=Wÿ<,9ÿU6/082,0+A+3+-?WÿA?ÿ/;<=+,+,@ÿ
.2:ÿ269+,<6?ÿ3<,@5<@/ÿ-6/<-0ÿ/;250/04pÿI4&4ÿ'50-+,ÿshÿtLXÿjLXÿLÿP$&RGR P$7'&ÿ' !"Gÿ
66T6ÿ*I4R4ÿN6=02,ÿrÿO4I4ÿ(<6,22Hÿ/904ÿ74ÿ*<,<3?]+,@ÿ-./ÿC5/0-+2,0ÿ21ÿ/8+0-/=232@?ÿA?ÿ/;<=E
+,+,@ÿ.2:ÿ269+,<6?ÿ3<,@5<@/ÿ50/0ÿ-./ÿ:2690ÿUH,2:Wÿ<,9ÿUA/3+/D/W44ÿÿ(+--@/,0-/+,ÿ92/0ÿ,2-ÿ@2ÿ-.<-ÿ1<6ÿ
<,9ÿ2,3?ÿ:+0./0ÿ-2ÿ6/16<=/ÿ2/6-<+,ÿ21ÿ8.+32028.?>0ÿC5/0-+2,0ÿ<0ÿC5/0-+2,0ÿ21ÿ3<,@5<@/ÿ02ÿ-.<-ÿ8.+320E
28./60ÿ2/<0/ÿ-2ÿA/ÿUA/:+-2./9WÿA?ÿ3<,@5<@/4ÿÿ&N#($Oÿ($FFO!%GF!$%ÿ P$&RGR P$7'&ÿ
$%1!GF$O'F$R%Gÿ9ÿ*4V4G4ÿP<2H/6ÿrÿI2<2.+=ÿG2.53-/ÿ/904ÿO4!4V4ÿ',022=A/ÿ/-ÿ<34ÿ-6<,04ÿ6-.ÿ/94ÿ
44ÿ
ÿ334ÿ($FFO!%GF!$%ÿjÿ,2-/ÿ33ÿ<-ÿ6T664ÿÿP/6/ÿ(+--@/,0-/+,ÿ850./9ÿA<2Hÿ2,ÿ-./ÿ'5@50-+,+<,ÿ
-./26?ÿ21ÿ3<,@5<@/ÿ:.+2.ÿ-<H/0ÿ=/<,+,@ÿ-2ÿA/ÿ9/8+2-+2,4ÿÿiXYÿ<-ÿ94ÿÿ%2-/ÿ-.<-ÿ/D/,ÿ'5@50-+,/>0ÿD+/:ÿ
92/0ÿ,2-ÿ-6/<-ÿ+,-/,-ÿ<0ÿ6/3/D<,-ÿ126ÿ9/-/6=+,+,@ÿ=/<,+,@ÿ<,9ÿ052.ÿD+/:0ÿ.<D/ÿ9/D/328/9ÿ2,3?ÿ6/2/,-3?ÿ
+,ÿ3+@.-ÿ21ÿ-./ÿ:26Hÿ21ÿO6+2/4ÿÿÿO"$7!ÿjÿ,2-/ÿ3)4ÿ
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*+,-./3/-0ÿ1/23ÿ234ÿ1205ÿ622223-7348ÿ132ÿ/+924-5ÿ72/+45ÿ3/9ÿ21+ÿ240.ÿ,20ÿ
23-2ÿ94+9-2/2+4:ÿÿ(/22;4+924/+ÿ+2245ÿ23-2ÿ23/9ÿ+2<43ÿ240.ÿ13-24<40ÿ/2ÿ./;32ÿ
=4ÿ>9-?ÿ6@2A@23B3-@8Cÿ12*35ÿ=4ÿ.4-+/+;3499ÿ-+5ÿ*+/+2433/;/=34ÿ22ÿ2234094 ÿÿ
D34ÿ73/35E9ÿ492240/7ÿ1205ÿ732/74ÿ-=94+2ÿ-ÿB044F/92/+;ÿB*=3/7ÿ.4-+/+;ÿ/9ÿ
.4043?ÿ6/+-02/7*3-24ÿ92*+548 ÿ
G?ÿ72+20-92ÿ/,ÿ234ÿ73/35ÿ1404ÿ22ÿ9-?ÿ6B-/+8ÿ4<40?2+4ÿ12*35ÿ*+54092-+5ÿ
4<4+ÿ232*;3ÿ+2+4ÿ,443ÿ23)4ÿ73/35E9ÿB-/+4ÿÿD34ÿ73/35ÿ23404,204ÿ/9ÿ+22ÿ234ÿ.-9H
240ÿ2,ÿ3/9ÿ21+ÿ120594 ÿÿ6$+924-5ÿ6.*73ÿ.*92ÿ=4ÿB04B-045ÿ/+ÿ3-+;*-;4ÿ,20ÿ
+-./+;ÿ22ÿ.-@4ÿ94+9448 ÿÿ'+5ÿ23-2ÿB04B-0-2/2+ÿ/9ÿ234ÿB*=3/7ÿ*+54092-+5/+;9ÿ
2,ÿ12059ÿ13/73ÿ;/<4ÿ234ÿ73/35E9ÿ*94ÿ2,ÿ6B-/+8ÿ/+2433/;/=34ÿ72+24+2ÿ22ÿ2234094 ÿ
'9ÿ(/22;4+924/+ÿB*2ÿ/2ÿ234ÿ*94ÿ2,ÿ-ÿ1205ÿ692-+59ÿ/+ÿ+445ÿ2,ÿ-ÿI*92/,/7-2/2+ÿ
23-2ÿ4<40?2+4ÿ*+54092-+59487ÿÿD3-2ÿ*+54092-+5/+;ÿ/J+ÿ2*0+ÿ540/<49ÿ,02.ÿ234ÿ
1-?ÿ23-2ÿ234ÿ0492ÿ2,ÿ234ÿ72..*+/2?ÿ*949ÿ234ÿ12054 ÿÿ*=3/7ÿ*94ÿ542:40./+49ÿ
B*=3/7ÿ*+54092-+5/+;ÿ13/73ÿ/+ÿ2*0+ÿ54240./+49ÿ-ÿ1205E9ÿ.4-+/+;4 ÿ
D3494ÿ4F-.B349ÿ9321ÿ23-2ÿ-ÿ24F2E9ÿ.4-+/+;ÿ/9ÿ+47499-0/3?ÿ-ÿB*=3/7ÿB34H
05ÿ20ÿ-+?ÿ
+2.4+2+ÿ-+5ÿ*+24234045ÿ22ÿ234ÿ/+24+2ÿ2,ÿ-ÿ9B4-@404ÿÿ'+ÿ/+<4+245ÿ12

1205ÿ*94ÿ5249ÿ+22ÿ.4-+ÿ13-2ÿ234ÿ/+<4+220ÿ/+24+59ÿ/2ÿ22ÿ.4-+4 ÿÿ!/2340ÿ234ÿ
1205ÿ.4-+9ÿ+223/+;ÿ-2ÿ-33ÿ>6@2A@23B3-@8ÿ,20ÿ622223-7348ÿ13/73ÿ/9ÿ/+-02/7*3-24ÿ
92*+5Cÿ20ÿ/2ÿ7233-B949ÿ/+22ÿ-ÿ93-045ÿB*=3/7ÿ.4-+/+;ÿ>622223-7348ÿ*945ÿ=?ÿ234ÿ
73/35ÿ-9ÿ72..2+3?ÿ*945Cÿ20ÿ/2ÿ/9ÿ-ÿ./9*94ÿ2,ÿ240.9ÿ=47-*94ÿ4<40?2+4ÿ4394ÿ*949ÿ
234ÿ240.ÿ5/,,404+23?ÿ>/,ÿ=?ÿ622223-7348ÿ234ÿ73/35ÿ1/9349ÿ22ÿ54970/=4ÿ-ÿ9-+5H
1/73C4ÿÿG*2ÿ/+ÿ+2ÿ7-94ÿ5249ÿ234ÿ9B4-@40E9ÿ/+24+2ÿ5/72-24ÿ20ÿ4<4+ÿ/+,20.ÿ234ÿ
72+24+2ÿ2,ÿ-ÿ1205E9ÿ.4-+/+;4ÿ
$+ÿ23-2ÿ9-.4ÿ9B/0/2ÿ72+9/540ÿ-ÿ940/49ÿ2,ÿ3?B22342/7-39ÿ23-2ÿ9321ÿ5/04723?ÿ
23-2ÿ/+24+2ÿ5249ÿ+22ÿ/+,20.ÿ9*73ÿ.4-+/+;ÿ-+5ÿ2+3?ÿB*=3/7ÿ*94ÿ52494ÿ
ÿ
ÿ:4ÿÿKLMÿ($DDN!%OD!$%ÿPÿ+224ÿ::ÿ-2ÿ:4ÿ
ÿ4ÿQRSÿ
ÿ4ÿQRSÿ-2ÿ:T4ÿ
ÿ4ÿQRSÿ
ÿ)4ÿ(-3AHU32I+-7@/ÿPÿ+224ÿ:6ÿ-2ÿ)7T):4ÿ
ÿ64ÿ($DDN!%OD!$%ÿPÿ+224ÿ::ÿ-2ÿ:4ÿ
ÿ94ÿÿRSÿ
ÿ74ÿÿRSÿ
ÿJ4ÿÿRSÿ
ÿ:4ÿÿRSÿ
ÿ4ÿÿKLMÿN"$U!ÿPÿ+224ÿ:)ÿ-2ÿ:JT4ÿÿU2+20-0?ÿ22ÿN0/74ÿ132ÿ944@9ÿ22ÿI*.Bÿ,02.ÿ
.4-+/+;ÿ/+ÿ234ÿ94+94ÿ2,ÿ/+24+2ÿ>/444ÿ613-2ÿ5/5ÿ34ÿ.4-+ÿ=?ÿ23-28Cÿ22ÿ.4-+/+;ÿ/+ÿ234ÿ94+94ÿ2,ÿ72+24+2ÿ>/444ÿ
6V./-@8ÿ/9ÿ-ÿ@/+5ÿ2,ÿ=2-2C4ÿÿÿRSÿ
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4ÿ+,--2./ÿ01.22-ÿ0345342.3ÿ6/716/.ÿ8238ÿ./4917/.ÿ2:ÿ+,:63;ÿ<133ÿ
83=/ÿ-337/ÿ38ÿ 89ÿ'4>4ÿÿ?/ÿ4/@,/.8.ÿ82/ÿ3383452;ÿ82ÿ3/88/4ÿ82/ÿ72,472ÿ
.1A:ÿ3772461:A3;4ÿÿB:C248,:38/3;ÿC24ÿ82/ÿ51.22-ÿ82/ÿ3383452;ÿ1.ÿ./D1E
318/438/ÿ3:6ÿ1:8/4723:A/.ÿ82/ÿF9Gÿ3:6ÿ82/ÿF Gÿ.2ÿ82/ÿ.1A:ÿ4/36.8ÿF+,:E
63;ÿ+/4917/.ÿ 89ÿ'4>4Gÿ
#2/.ÿ82/ÿ.1A:ÿ8238ÿ4/36.ÿF+,:63;ÿ+/4917/.ÿ 89ÿ'4>4GÿD/3:ÿ8238ÿ+,:63;ÿ
./4917/.ÿ<133ÿ83=/ÿ-337/ÿ38ÿ 89ÿ'4>Hÿÿ%24ÿÿ':6ÿ8238ÿ1.ÿ84,/ÿ/9/:ÿ822,A2ÿ5282ÿ
01.22-ÿ0345342.3ÿ3:6ÿ82/ÿ./D1318/438/ÿ3383452;ÿIIJJÿ8238ÿ82/ÿ.1A:ÿD/3:ÿ
+,:63;ÿ./4917/.ÿ<133ÿ83=/ÿ-337/ÿ38ÿ 89ÿ'4>4ÿ
4ÿ+,--2./ÿ01.22-ÿ0345342.3ÿ3A31:ÿ6/8/4D1:/.ÿ8238ÿ./4917/.ÿ<133ÿ5/ÿ
2/36ÿ38ÿ 89ÿ'4>4ÿ3:6ÿ3A31:ÿ4/@,/.8.ÿ8238ÿ82/ÿ./D1318/438/ÿ3383452;ÿ
3/88/4ÿ82/ÿ.1A:ÿ3772461:A3;4ÿÿK21.ÿ81D/ÿ822,A2ÿ82/ÿ3383452;ÿD1.2/34.ÿ
01.22-ÿ0345342.3ÿD1.83=1:AÿF 89GÿC24ÿF 894Gÿÿ':6ÿ821.ÿ81D/ÿ822ÿ
2/ÿD1.-337/.ÿ3ÿ:,D5/4ÿ-,881:Aÿ3ÿFGÿ<2/4/ÿ82/ÿFGÿ.22,36ÿ5/ÿ3:6ÿ.2ÿ
82/ÿ.1A:ÿ3A31:ÿ4/36.8ÿF+,:63;ÿ+/4917/.ÿ 89ÿ'4>4Gÿ
?/4/ÿ822ÿ82/ÿ.1A:ÿD/3:.ÿ<238ÿ18ÿ.3;.ÿ/9/:ÿ822,A2ÿ82/ÿ01.22-ÿ3:6ÿ82/ÿ
3383452;ÿ/372ÿ1:8/:6/6ÿ3ÿ61CC/4/:8ÿD/3:1:A4ÿ
)4ÿ%2<ÿ83=/ÿ82/ÿ:24D33ÿ73./ÿ<2/4/ÿ/9/4;821:AÿA2/.ÿ</334ÿÿ01.22-ÿ
0345342.3ÿ3.=.ÿ82/ÿ./D1318/438/ÿ3383452;ÿ82ÿ3/88/4ÿ82/ÿ.1A:ÿC24ÿF 89ÿ
'4>4Gÿ3:6ÿ2/ÿ62/.ÿ.24ÿÿK2/ÿ.1A:ÿ4/36.8ÿF+,:63;ÿ+/4917/.ÿ 89ÿ
'4>4Gÿ
K2/ÿ.1A:ÿ82/4/C24/ÿD/3:.ÿ<238ÿ5282ÿ82/ÿ01.22-ÿ3:6ÿ82/ÿ3383452;ÿ1:8/:6/6ÿ
18ÿ82ÿD/3:4ÿÿ0,8ÿ18ÿ62/.ÿ:28ÿD/3:ÿ8238ÿLÿ82/;ÿ1:8/:6/6ÿ18ÿ82ÿD/3:ÿ8238ÿ
5,8ÿ4382/4ÿ5/73,./ÿ82/ÿ4/36/4ÿ2Cÿ!:A31.2ÿ<33=1:Aÿ5;ÿ8238ÿ.1A:ÿ<2,36ÿ,:6/4E
.83:6ÿ18.ÿD/3:1:Aÿ82ÿ5/ÿ8238ÿ+,:63;ÿ./4917/.ÿ<133ÿ83=/ÿ-337/ÿ38ÿ 89ÿ'4>4ÿ
'33ÿ82/ÿ1:8/:8ÿ1:ÿ82/ÿ<2436ÿ<133ÿ:28ÿD3=/ÿ 89ÿ'4>4ÿD/3:ÿ 89ÿ'4>4 ÿÿ
%2ÿ3D2,:8ÿ2Cÿ-3,D51:Aÿ82/ÿD1:6ÿ2Cÿ82/ÿ51.22-ÿ24ÿ82/ÿ3383452;ÿ73:ÿ6/8/4D1:/ÿ
<238ÿ82/ÿ.1A:ÿD/3:.4ÿÿK2ÿ6/8/4D1:/ÿ82/ÿD/3:1:Aÿ3ÿ4/36/4ÿD,.8ÿ4/36ÿ:28ÿD1:6.ÿ
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337*-3.2*2+ÿ.+,ÿ629ÿ43.,34-ÿ9213,ÿ1+,34-2.+,ÿ*24ÿÿYXVÿÿH24ÿ.+ÿ3;.<E33ÿ2?ÿ96.2ÿ26*-ÿ<*762ÿ322)ÿ3*)3ÿ-33ÿ
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